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GEMS OF THOUGHT.
Life is the preface to the
eternity.— Loiseleur.

book

of

Make truth your friend, keep conscience
clear and the life pure within.
One is very near being ungrateful when
one weighs a service.— Mine, de •Flahant.
Love is a canvas furnished by Nature,
and embroidered by imagination— Vol
taire.
Wherever the soul can wander, the
Eternal Soul of all things protects it still!
— Buhver.
The soul, ray of Heaven, invisible
prisoner, suffers in its dungeon cruel sor
rows.— A . de Musset.
There are events in our lives over which
lime seeks in vain to draw the veil of oblivion.— The Thmophist.
Thought is the first faculty of man; to
express it is one of his first desires; to
spread it is his dearest privilege.

[Light in the W est.]

Q u e s t io n —

What is the spiritual future of
lives which seem failures on earth, though actu
ated by honest principles and earnest endeavors ?

A nswer .— T he standards of success and
failure in spirit life, are totally dissimilar to
what they are on earth. In the earthly world
success is determined by material acquire
ments and outward display; thus, on earth a
man is accounted successful if he gets into
Congress or Parliament, and wins dis
tinction in his party. The clergyman who
receives the largest salary, and is settled
over the most fashionable congregation; the
author whose books are most admired in
public society; the artist whose pictures
demand the largest amount; the singer or
actor whose name is the most frequently
mentioned, and who wins the largest num
ber of golden ducats, is pronounced a suc
cess; but, from the points of view of spirit
life, all such success, which is frequently
wholly meretricious, is pronounced a dis
astrous failure, as there can be no advance
ment in the spiritual world that is not the
result of the calling into activity of the
highest and noblest sentiments of the spirit.
Many an unknown, forlorn toiler on earth
— many a worker who has won no recog
nition whatever at the hands of men,
and whose name will never be handed to
posterity, realizes in spirit life that his life
has been more successful in the doing of
real service to humanity, than that of
any illustrious monarch or courted genius.
Spiritual improvement is success, earthly
praise a bauble. We must never think we
do nothing if we are not known of men;
the unseen influence, the psychical force
sent out by earnes: workers in mind
reaches far and near, and is the most po
tential of all agencies in human elevation.
Only idle, selfish, dsssolute lives are fail
ures— only those who do not strive to do
i
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g0od are " lth1? utf .laurels ln the SP '"1 “ f
N° earnest.
15 ever unrequited. On
1 entering spirit life you will find yourselves
face to face with the results of your secret
aspirations, and your occupation will then
and there be to your taste, with no cruel,
cold, forgetful world to crush the expres
sion of your genius.

truth. There is no such thing as chance
or accident, and no soul is stranded pur
poselessly upon the shores of time. Des
tiny, however, does not imply such arbi
trary predestination as would leave the hu
man spirit no part to play in the working
out of its career. Cause and effect follow
throughout the universe, but every act of
life is both an effect and a cause. Work
ing out one’s own salavation really means
so using talents and opportunities, that, in
harmony with the irreversible law ex
pressed in the words, “ Whatsoever a man
soweth, that shall he also reap,” we reap
a harvest of eternal gladness. It may be
asked, If the eternal future of every soul
is to be spent in unalloyed felicity, where
the freedom of will or choice with which
humanity is endowed comes in? We an
swer, the nature of the soul is such that it
cannot eternally love or choose e v il; and
as no will but the Infinite can be free to
an unlimited extent, the freedom of the
human will, even though a real circle, is
but a lesser circle, included within the cir
cle of infinite purpose. ‘Perfect happiness
is only attainable through perfect purity of
affection, and until that is reached, dis
comfort, or at best qualified joy will be
our portion.
Next
to suitability, I say, let there be simplic
ity. John Newton, giving advice to a
lady, said: “ Madam, so dress and con
duct yourself that persons who have been
in your company shall not recollect what
you had on.” That counsel, if followed,
would lead to quite a different style of
dress from that which is far too prevalent
now. Simplicity seems banished, and we
are forcibly reminded of the description
given by Isaiah of the attire of the women
in Jerusalem in his days. The description is
give in the third chapter of his prophecies.
There is a pretty fable of the angel and
the rosebud which conveys the very les
son which I am now seeking to enforce.
It is said that “ the angel who takes care
of the flowers and sprinkles upon them
dew in the still night, slumbered on a
Spring day in the shade of a rosebush.
When he awoke he said: ‘ Most beautiful
of my children, I thank thee for thy re
freshing odor and cooling shade. Could
you now ask any favor, how willingly I
would grant it.’ ‘ Adorn me, then, with
a new cha*m,’ said the spirit of the rose
bud in a beseeching tone. So the angel
adorned the loveliest of flowers with simple
moss. Sweetly it stood there in its mod
est attire,
the
mire, the moss-rose,
uiuss
me most
iiiwot beauti
uLiiuu
ful of
>f its kind. So the costliest ornaments
are often the simplest,’ and it will be
:rally found that simplicity character-1
^
es the
n£ver
a„ owhighest
,-ashion refinement'
t0 trium,lh overHence-1
comT he

B eauty

of

S im p l ic it y .—
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Doctor of Laws f
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Q uestion .— In the other life do spirits live in j the title of I* U. f >m Itcthanv ■
families, as they did when on earth?
| j^a n s i^ Mis
inis has wntt<
A nswer .— T he family relation is sus- teres ting v )\
n EzYDt.
tained in the spiritual
life in cases where
*
The White Cn
the spirits are banded together by the j
law of soul-attraction or of true spiritual
kinship. For instance, here on earth is a !
It is the mis JilU I
family, each member of which is bound j
that its attention has be
to the other by the closest ties of sympa-1
with politics, business
thy and affection; if one member of this I
lems, and s V- Ull ii »n disc ssion
family is disturbed, is saddened, all the
t
ince
members suffer through sympathy; if one j paid little heed
has cause to rejoice also, for there is a i White Cross movement
spiritual kinship running through the en- ject of this organizati Ull 13
tire family. Each member of such a family, I vattjiat jt sh0uld n »i
th
on passing to the spirit-world, will gravi-1
°
e
■ iii it i
tale to one and the same home; they j “ -operation of fvei >
in
thing
will all be united there, sustaining | who belie
>rt
.
their relationship to each other, and press pure, lovely, and of go
ing forward in holy communion day after world.
Even the ha
day, while at the same time each member righteousness must bow
hca
of this spiritual family may persue different
IflV'M
honor
to
a
society
whose
0
lines of employment and cultivate a diver
sity of taste. Another family on earth cure respect for all worn
n
does not seem to possess among its mem to protect them from wn p —•
bers this tie of tender attraction; each one tion, and which couples"With t
seems to live distinctly within himself, to deavor to suppress U1 indecer
tr
pursue his own pleasures, to reap his own and coarse jests, It I lla u U l 3
t
experiences, neither seeking or receiving the article of thi
:ietvfs <
the deep, true sympathy of his brothers maintains “ the law of p iritv
and sisters. There is not the spiritual binding upon men and w iIT
• i
kinship between the members of this considered by self-ind gent
family that there was in the family first profession of an imposs U L
mentioned. Members, in the latter case, of the variance in the <
pass into the spiritual world; each one in the sexes; every
0 ma \\
gravitates to his proper sphere, and years life by such a creed must gro
V
may pass, even ages, before the family are the virtue of the Man without Si
again brought together into active associa all homes and schools and coll
L Iv
tion, and it may be that the law of attrac they should be there woul uj
( ss
tion will never come into operation be a society to teach men Pa
tween these individual souls; they may Timothy: “ Keep thyself
rnr
never again live in family relations as they must have been somethin]
«n S
.
did on earth, yet these individual spirits home life of a man who
I •
K
will not be alone; they will find in the all women with respect or
n
nr
spiritual world, sometime and somewhere, terested in protecting the
people who are in entire sympathy with and degradation. With tl
themselves, and they may form a family mother’s watchful care an
relationship that will be as sweet and ten tration to influence his lift
■
W
der, because it is truly spiritual, as that be a monster who treats a
Slk
relationship of the family which we first less than outward respect
portrayed.
thies do not resp U r Vh
LA
Kt,
Ui
| W— T ■ I ■

Q.— What are their pursuits, if they have anv ? I

°* * ny m

uin dull th xvcrcncc
thing th a t_
A .— As we have said, the members of |*or ^js mot^
Q .— Will you please explain mental telegraphy ?
one family may pursue different a v o ca -! jn ^er own
c
VK<
tions; one may be a student of philosophy j atjon 0f ^cr ^UJ h
l
Ans.— Mental telegraphy is just what the
• •
or a scientihc
! .e
u perhaps i• - ^ r,, ;
scientific investigator, another may 11^(
phrase
implies;
it
is
the
means
of
sending
Learn to be poor in spirit, my son, if
tjme and attention occupied *n Pv the example t hi> f.uh
you would penetrate that sacred night which dispatches in mind by means of a mental
^tending
to
those
agricultural
pursuits
in
one
0f
lv
lu
|arue,
arro
-am
r I
force,
of
which
electricity
is
the
most
exenvirons truth.— The Count de Gabalis.
spiritual world which corresponds to the | ate }iirshru toward "the
Thus man pursues his weary calling,
ltyy "ot
m anun
n ^ ttelegraphic
e l m ra n h L n
a r a tu £ \T
co
n"
agricultural employments
of earth, but ing: >f the mot he
apparati*
is
con1
J
And wrings the hard life from the sky,
re is this difference: the spirit inter- ing it loses tu.i
1\
De
structed
between
given
points;
the
electric
g00d
taste.
Do
not
While happiness, unseen is falling
I ested in the study and pursuit of agricul- all women which
ark
w
Down from God’s bosom silently.
fluid bears a message, and connecting i
[ with the reigning modes at the I i ure joes so from a scientific bask study- SM-s>rillc —
1
in uuv
Schiller.
wires are used as conductors. All inven-1
1 ;
- • •• b ° .................
I lure uot:>
,rum a
MUU-y o\ cnuisf
* •
»
wnrlH I exPense o f sim plicity and suitability. - ing his lines and
his inform ation women t rc -iic
I , .I I M K
u in
tions
and
appliances
in
the
material
world
|
Quiverf
or
October.
Spend your time no longer in dis
fnv r\rfnh*r
in order to apply the principles of them.
»»
om
erally treat them
are
previously
known
in
spirit
life,
as
every
coursing on what are the qualities of the
in their best results, lor the benefit of course education ui
conceived
in
good man; but in actually being such.— then impressed upon the brain, and after“ 0 ^ thin- is clear: that is, that Pys- mortals and the mhalmants of other pi
tion may modify
Marcus Aurelius.
wards translated into outward form. What- chography must be ascribed to a Iran- ets. It would take an enure afternoon seldom change h
Man is arrogant in proportion to his ever power man possesses to control elec- “ “ dental origm. We shall find: 1, for us to enumerate the various avocations use ot indecent 1.
ignorance. Man’s natural tendency is to tricity is the pQwerof mind over inanimate That the hypothesis ot prepared slates is or employment of spirits, but every soul there can be
Utti
egotism. Man in his infancy of knowl force, and while electricity is now your inadmissible; 2, The place upon which must sometime, if not u|>on first entering the mouth t!
edge thinks that all creation was formed messegner and faithful servant, it cannot, the writing is found is quite inaccessible the spirit-life, come into an active con- that is not c
to
the
hands
of
the
medium.
In
some
dition,
through
which
he
may
employ
1«
•
I
mat
the Ut a
and certainly does not, originate ideas, or
for him.— Bulwer.
send you telegrams on its own account. cases the double slate is securely locked, the best energies ot his being, and in cornimnw»< w.'t
The finest threads, such as no eye sees, In the realm of mind kindred spirits com leaving only room inside for the tiny mor- ing into this condition he will find a line
Far iriot of ilcctr
if bound cunningly about the sensitive municate with each other across spiritual sel of slate-pencil; 3, That the writing is of employment to which he is adapted,
rue
Too Tianv# men
flesh, so that the movement to break lines, and by means of atmospheric waves actually done at the time; 4, That the i and which calls out the best powers of his ts no
i n i «cd of a “ plentiful
can nc v* H
them would bring torture, may make a in the spiritual world; and we beg of you medium is not writing; 5, The writing soul.
of wit
guile their J| re hours ir
done with the morsel of
.
.•
worse bondage than any fetters.- George to remember that you are all now in the must be actually
far
^ t
. , 7
.. ,
••
•
Q.— Is any provision nu
low.
mmodest, and
interenange
slate
or
lead
pencil;
6,
ih
e
wanting
is
Eliot.
spirit world as much as you ever will be,
1
h an extent is
done by an intelligent being, since the anA .— Every soul must support itself; it scene stones
Nature has her language, and she is not for the spiritual world interpenetrates the swers are exactly pertinent to the ques-1 seems to be an undeviatinc law ot spiritual
carried ‘ ■ 11
cage rlv sought cocr
T
unveracious; but we don’t know all the material earth, and is its life-substance. tions; 7, This being can read, write, and life that every spirit must put forth etlort ions that their trail through society can he
intricacies of her syntax just yet, and in Whenever you direct a message toward understand the language of human beings, in order to become self-sustaining. T r
traced by the supprewed merriment over
a hasty reading we may happen to extract another person, or call mentally upon a frequently such as is unknown to the me- we sometimes find spirits who seem to
Mr.
So-and-So
s
latest
story.
If
a
roan
the very opposite of her real meaning.— spirit friend, you succeed in effecting a
idle,
who
are
not
employing
their
cnergie
m the role of * narrator of
ce c
communication whenever you strike a con* strongly resembles a human
George Eliot.
es he soon lose* 11 d i a l
necting wave of thought, or succeed in being, as well in the degree ot its mtelli- but their existence is one not fully dc* iru
veloped, it is rather sustained in connec t i n
ugh
oflen
In
k
what
is
brkM
th
producing
the
force
generated
by
your
own
I
8enCL‘
*n
die
mistakes
sometimes
made,
I he secret of our emotions never lies in
>irits feed SD t ahU vk r
ts offensive with
These
beings
are
therefore
although
invisil*
on
physical
lite.
I
he
>cmj
the bare object, but in its subtle relations mind,called by the osophists astral fluid, as
u|>on the magnetisms of m<>ri U11.’S 1 and in bright,
uind of a retaile
ble,
of
human
nature
or
species.
It
is
to our own past: no wonder the secret the bond of connection; tho’t is a substance,
this way are about half supporte L But tionable
becomes so beto
no
use,
whatever,
to
fight
against
this
escapes the unsympathizing observer, who and passes along the astral current which
every spirit, on passing away from the con its filthy store tlhat his whole m
proposition;
9,
If
these
beings
speak,
might as well put on his spectacles to dis is circulating everywhere, from one mind
fines
ot
physical
lite,
find
within
himself
they
do
so
in
human
language;
io,
If
they
moral tone beetomes tainted am
cern odors.— George Eliot.
to another. Whenever a mental dispatch
resources,
powers,
energies
w
hich
he
may
coarse
are
asked
who
they
are
they
answer
that
Indecent langu
is sent and received, one mind must be
TS
There is much pain that is quite noiseless; dominant and the other passive, and in the they are beings who have left this world; apply to the fulfillment of certain lines of habits acquirvd
4
the
and vibrations that make human agonies most harmonious instances so tuned to 11, When these appearances becothe labor, through which he receives all that school days, am
n among
are often a mere whisper in the roar of gether, that, like responsive harps, when partly visible, perhaps only their hands, is necessary for the sustenance ot his of manhood,
the hands seen, are of human form; 12, spiritual body and for the development and educated men—
hurrying existence. There are glances of one is touched the other vibrates.
n thooK
COir
When these things become entirely visible growth of his spiritual perceptions.
cine 1 or
hatred that stab and raise no cry of mur
q ,— W hat is your opinion of Destiny ?
xl uc
be«* sellow who tells the XVUu(
they show the human form and counte
dt
der; robberies that leave man or woman
Ans.— We accept destiny as a word; nance. * • • Spititualism must be in
Miss Amelia B. Edwards contributes to rs tory
cracks the coarsest
forever beggars of peace and joy, yet kept
t
secret by the sufferer. Many an inherited but it signfies simply purpose, object in vestigated by science. I should look upon the October Harper s an account of the A *
white Cross society
sorrow that has marred a life has been view, end to be attained; and so far as it myselt as a coward if l did not openly remarkable discoveries which have recent- sets its face, and all society that knvs
breathed into no human ear.— George implies that all lines are certainly to suc express my convictions.”— Baron Carl ly been unearthed by Egyptian explorers. purity and detests indecency should ci*
k
ceed eventually, it impresses an infinite Duprel ( Munich)> in Nord und Sud.
Eliot.
Miss Edwards is best known as an English i pouse so worthy

0, sweet past! sometimes remembrance
raises thy long veil, then we weep in
recognizing thee!— Mine. Louise I^abe.
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1written for rbe Ooiden c.»»e.i
considered a spirit of darkness. Some of
which there seems to be two opinions. place at two seances that I have attended
She is associated with the sensational lady lately would be interesting, but I think From the Sun Angels Order of Light, th e‘ ‘ Christain scientists’ are more “ scienMY JOHN W E r H E R K K K .
____
tific ” than the homeless founder of their
of Onset, Madame Dis de Bar; the latter my letter has been already fully long, so
science. They know how to make money;
lady’s phase is the production of pictures I will omit it.
P re p a re Y e th e T em p le o f th e S o u l.
E d i t o r ok G oi . i »kn * G a t e :
he did not. Judas was the money-maker
on cards, she not touching them, and be
I greatly see the need of bestowing upon ot the original firm. But the modern class
I suppose what is going on in Boston is ing in the possession of the sitter and all in
Signs of the Times,
always interesting to people who live at h the light: these may be called self-evident Ki>tto k o r G o l d e n G a t *:
the loved children of the Angel Order, a are carrying the light where it would not
be
admitted
in
the
guise
of
honest
truth.
manifestations
of
spirit
power,
and
are
few facts and ideas, so as to enable each — I f ’orlifs Advanced-Thought.
distance, at least to Spiritualists on
certainly very remarkable. She is said to
The lecture by the spirit control of
one to more fully comprehend their re
spiritual matters. I am aware that it is be the daughter of the celebrated
George F. Colby, at Masonic Temple,
sponsibilities and existing imperfect quali
hardly a Mount Zion, or the holy land of I danseuse, Lola Montez.
Conditions of Mediumship.
last Sunday evening, before the First So
Notwithstanding mediums and seances
ties and influences that surrounds them,
our order, and yet sometimes I think
ciety of Spiritualism, of Portland, on the
so
abound
particularly
in
the
phase
of
ma
and if developed will dwarf and limit their | Written Cor the G01 Dft* G a T * b y tpirit W . G. CWy
many people give Bostonians a credit for
terialization. Mrs. H. V. Ross has ven “ Signs of the Times,” was a masterly, soul power, and prohibit the progression through a private medium.]
more egotism or pride of locality than
tured to make one more, and has scholarly effort, and covered the entire
The conditions attendant upon mediumof the soul itself; my plain and emphatic
they really do possess; but that is virtue taken a fine and eligible house on a lease
ground of the world’s progress during the
istic manifestations are, one might-say,
expressions, should not be taken for
everywhere, and I own to a thankfulness of two years, and is giving six seances a
that I am indigenous here and in the week. One might almost fear there were last twenty-five years, embracing all its chidings, for my interest and watchfulness manifold, the condition of the instrument
germ for three or four generations. In not enough people interested to go round, phases— political, scientific, mechanical, in your behalf is untiring; I clearly un being in many cases |iaramount.
the wrappers or envelopes I date from and give them all a good living; but they religious and spiritual. The speaker fre derstand your wants, and my care and
I should like to speak for a short time up
here from 1750, so I may be excused for seem to all the same. Mrs. Rossisa well quently went back into the records of the anxiety can only be compared to a watch on conditions— that very obnoxious word 10
any pride of place. Of the many things known strong popular medium, and where past, contrasting it with the present; nor ful mother, who glances around her nur so many who have the feeling that they
that help to inflate me, nothing sur soever she locates has a following, and is were the prophets or prophecies of the sery, and with intuitive perception quells
passes the manifest interest it has in modern entitled to it, and being well acquainted past less untouched, but dwelt upon, com a disturbance, and transforms an unpleas are in some sense abused by conditions and
kept out of what should be theirs. The
Spiritualism; true, it is not yet in the with her and her mediumship, I want to mented upon and dissected, showing ant element into a harmonious melody.
Prepare ye the temple of the soul, heed same conditions that prevent you in mater
majority, or any ways near it, but the speak of it. Of course I am not doing it familiarity with both sacred (so called)
proportion of Spiritualists is larger re for the purpose of giving her a notice, but and profane history. After having gath the cry of loved ones,arouse from your state ial form from doing many things you
latively than in any other locality.
I for the benefit of the cause. I suppose ered from the treasures of the past, plainly of stuppr into activity; look into the re- would like to do, interfere with us, but in
think that will be admitted by any one there is no feature in the manifestations demonstrating the ever-progressive spirit cepticle and shrink not from the task that
who looks into things statistically. I am where Spiritualists are more divided than of humanity, crossing out all along the awaits you, open your hearts toward hu-1 your case you oftentimes see the cause u
speaking of those who attend the various in this one of materialization. Many of line of the ages, then summing up the manity, and let in the flood of sunlight; well as the effect, while, when you fail to
spiritual meetings and who find themselves our best Spiritualists take no stock in this wonderful, startling developments of the expand your energy and powers, cultivate receive what you think you ought from ui,
attending the many circles, those all phase, and consider the claim of material last quarter of a century, like a great string and assimilate the talents that every hu you only see the effect. Mind can control
speak for themselves. - But there is a izing forms as frauds every time, and are of pearls sparkling with living thought, the man being is endowed with, whether it be
matter, or what is called matter, but not
five,
seven
or
one,
and
allow
the
soul
to
much larger number wno are interested very apt in their arguments to quote spirit then glided into a vein of prophecy,
without manifesting their interest by the exposures, and can name almost all prognosticating events in the near future, radiate through the physical; cleanse cause. We are enabled to use our motive
labelling themselves so.
Rev. M. J. the mediums, and those they can not in which, if true, wonderful will be the and purify your beings by living more in power by means of air currents, or what
Savage, whom I consider the ablest clergy clude they say, “ It is only a question of changes wrought among the nations, kin accordance with systematic laws. Nature might be called “ waves of air,” that when
man in Boston, expresses about the idea time ” ; and the suspicious conditions, and dred and tongues of earth. If his predic is a great physician, a sure healer, and we come into contract with opposing cur
in a sermon, where he said: “ Now leav the many disabilities, and the frequent tion be correct the monarchies and king offers a drink from the fountain of health rents (as we often do) cause the message*
ing science let us pass to what is known frauds, which no one can deny, make doms of the Old World will crumble and to each thirsty and weary traveler; pass to swerve from lack of sufficient force to
of Modern Spiritualism. At the onset many conclude that the phase had better fall, and governments of the people be not on but pause and refresh yourself. carry them through unwaveringly, and a
let us remark that it is too big a factor in be abandoned for the good of the cause. established in place thereof. Even our Some mortals believe that the soul does word or sentence may thus be changed
modern life to be ignored.
Thousands I, as many people know,*am not carried own fair government will undergo great not exist in the body, but responds to the materially (that is unless we have suffi
and thousands in Europe and America be- away by this popular phase. I much pre changes, now little thought of. Equal summons of the physical by request or ciently the control of the instrument to
lieve in its central claim. There are also fer the intelligent manifestations where rights will be vouchsafed to every son and wili-power, but I say unto you, that the correct the proofs).
It is a species of
as many of silent believers, who do not our departed friends can more or less daughter in our land, and the cause spirit diuellcth within you! it is the soul electricity, subject to changes of (tempera
like to be called knave or fool, and so identify themselves by what they say of crime and vice be much abated. that lights and feeds your body, but in ture and to the atmosphere surrounding
keep still about it.
Like Nicodemus through some good test mediums. In The methods of education will be unison within the physical, they co-oper the person or persons that are connected
they came by night lest they be cast out of fact, I like the simple rap on an untouched much improved, religious thought ex ate together; one is just as essential in by the electrical current. Each one has
the synagogue.”
I have no doubt the table, that, wrhen alphabetically read, tells pounded in keeping with all things else, life as the other, as the perfume is to the their own atmosphere as they have their
reverend gentleman comes under that me that my sister, my mother or my child declaring that the night was far spent, that rose, or sunlight and dew necessary to own personality, and each one is subject
head himself. I have met him at seances still lives, better than all the wonderful day was dawning, that thoughts shall rule your earth; the body would sicken and to have that atmosphere disturbed, as
die if the soul did not nourish or sustain one’s feelings are liable to be depressed or
with open eyes; I have heard of his pres manifestations— well, as I was saying, I the world.
C. A. R eed .
it, therefore I call your attention to the elated— (when I say each one, 1 mean
ence at others, with Eglington, with am not carried away with materialization,
Portland , Or., Oct. 9, 1886.
urgent need of preserving your minds in a on our side as well as yours), so you sec
Mansfield the letter writer, and at private but I have had, during the past year or
good condition, against all possibilities, that the wonder is how we can do any
sittings for independent slate writing, and two, so many privileges of witnessing the
Soul Growth.
which will assist in prolonging life; and thing, even approximately well.
I am very sure he feels almost as I do, phase under test conditions that I am ab
We,
you can buffet against taint, disease, or who desire to manifest our presence and
and I hardly think he would be cast out solutely certain that the phase is a fact, E d it o r of G o l d e n G a t e :
decay.
of any synagogue; that day has passed by. and that the forms or apparitions are spirit
control mediums, must study these cur
Whilst reading the queries of “ W. N.
There are times, when the spirit leaves rents and personalities; both of those
It might possibly be considered in his intel manifestations, and if my assurance is
lectual social life as a weakness. It is possi good for anything, I can say truthfully to S .,” in the ever-welcome G olden G ate of the body, to refresh itself in the atmos who are to assist us here, and those whom
ble, that men of his position would not like any one who doubts this phase that I am Sept. 25th, I felt impelled by a strong in phere of its eternal home. At such times, we desire to use as instruments, and it
to jeopardize it, and therefore he hesitates as sure of the fact as I am that the sun fluence to write a few lines on the subject. matter has not altogether sway, for elec it takes time, (which, although of very
tric and magnetic cords connect the two, little consequence to us, on the whole, is
alliance. One puts up in Christian circles shines in pleasant wreather. I say all this
If your wisdom so dictates, please insert and not for one instant does the monarch
with a good many fools and low people, for the benefit of those who have not had
still prized by us when we have an object
that they do not feel as charitably dis any privileges and opportunities, not that all or any part and oblige those who seek or ruling power forget its subject, but pro in view, whose attainment is strongly
posed to in the body politic of Spiritual I am entitled to them, but there has been avenues through which to teach light, vides for its comfort and extends to it desired by us) to make a choice of both
ism, but he did say this: “ To establish a willingness, perhaps from selfish motives truth and purity. To our understanding its care while absent. The reason mortals aids and instruments and combine con
the claim of Modern Spiritualism there is to favor me, because in doing so they as teachers of the harmonial philosophy sicken and pass away befofe their time genial currents. So many are willing and
(tor we know the reaper has cut down anxious to do all they can to advance
a body of evidence that would be hope to hit many with one shot; and I
recognized as conclusive proof on any have felt thereby that my testimony was or soul power we are satisfied that the many a fair blossom in its springtime) is themselves, and aid in advancing others
other proposition whatsoever.” I thank due to the many not so favored. Why I soul entity is of the realm of spirit, and because they have never appreciated the at the same time, that we are obliged to
him for this much of outside testimony, am speaking in a special manner of Mrs. during its expression through the human value of health, which exceeds that of choose carefully, and even then are liable
but I really do not see why the fact of a Ross is on account of her method of do form is constantly reminded by higher in every earthly treasure; they have never to make mistakes which must be rectified
continued life after the dissolution of the ing things; she is free from all the sensi telligences, so beautifully clothed by Cato guarded againt evils of exposure physically, before our ultimation can be reached; foe
body, should require more evidence than tiveness so common with her profession while struggling to know more of life’s pos or of mental vices, and the consequence over anxiety on the pan of one of our
“ any other proposition whatsoever” to (and that I think is often assumed by the sibilities: “ It must be so, else whence is the mind becomes burdened with the number may retard, rather than help for
establish it, when, if it is not proved, I class to guard against astuteness), but Mrs. this pleasing hope, this fond desire, this acknowledgement of its imprisonment, it ward the development we desire to ac
from the complish.
do not see of what use ministers and re Ross has been willing to meet all reasona longing after immortality; or whence this can neither advance or escaoe
*
Then, too, the physical condition of the
ligion are.
ble requirements by improvements in con secret dread and inward horror of falling fetters that hold it under such conditions;
Leaving then the, “ as many more silent ditions, doing away with all possible into nought. Why shrinks the soul back on hence the struggle between mind and instrument must perforce aid or hinder,
believers,” we will come back to those subterfuges, or superfluous decorations, herself and startles at destruction ? ” The matter commences and soul being superior as the case may be— an overtired brain or
who manifest their interest and fill the and, I think, has reached the simplicity soul experiences are made up of spiritual to all else, takes its flight and triumphs in body cannot be used as successfully as one
Sunday meetings and other places. The that all lovers of truth in the matter de atoms. All spiritual embellishments are its liberty, and the decayed shell is cast who is in better condition— so, as I re
temple on Back bay have begun its Sun sire. I think that is only a duty that absorbed by the spirit entity and not by aside. I do not wish to be understood marked in the beginning of my writing,
day meetings, Mr. Ayer the manager. every medium should attain to, or at the sensual nature of form expression. that through this medium alone life is cut the conditions are manifold. And you,
I give the above illustration to whom the light is coming so freely, and
Mr. Colville, after his long absence, is an tempt, and those who can not do so had We fail to find proof of the necessity of short.
nounced for meetings in the Parker better be neglected by the investigating more than one expression through the merely to aid you in preserving and pro in whose homes the conditions are becom
Memorial building. He always has a fol world. The lady of whom I am speaking same condition of possibilities; and as longing life, for there is no reason why ing so much better, must be patient yet a
lowing, as he is one of the Spiritualistic has it so arranged that every one present, the infinite laws of life hold all power ot mortals cannot exist to a grand old age, little longer, and give us all the aid you
wonders; there is so much self-evident whether skeptic or believer, has occular embellishment or soul growth re-incarna- and fill all the requirements of earth life, can. By striving to overcome the opposi
abnormal power in him as a platform proof all the time of honesty. They need tion under the same expression must nec until the soul is summoned to its summer tion, you sometimes feel (I do not, under
speaker on any subject that both sensation nobody’s testimony, their eyesight makes essarily limit the infinite and confine an home by a higher and more supreme stand, mean antagonism, but simply
and logic make his attraction. The old the phenomena ’ self-evident; there is infinite power. Can finite penetrate, com power. If you lose your ow n individual opposition) towards giving up your own
temple society, that have held tljeir Sun where the general interest comes in that prehend and control the infinite? Says ity by good deeds towards others your personality and becoming passive enough
day meetings at Horticultural Hall, hold has made me feel like being a little partic one, But History and Nature repeat them own being is gradually perfected and the to admit of being used successfully, and
them now at Berkeley Hall. The Phe ular in saying so, more for the good of the selves. True. But history is not a spirit soul beautified, and it will manifest being doubtful of the genuineness of the
identity, neither is physical embodiment, through the physical its joy.
Some be- j messages that come through your menomenal Society holds its meetings there spiritual public than for her personally.
There are so many who
Sunday afternoons. These are all large
Her houae is an end one, the sidewalk because it has a beginning, so conse ings have such perfect natures, are so diumship.
meetings; then there is the Ladies’ Aid flush with the street, no windows within quently an ending; but life and soul are spiritual, that their soul is already mated might be mediums if they were willing
Society, and the two Lyceums, which are fifteen feet of the medium’s location wher\ the principal of growth never ending and to angelhood; again others are entirely to devote time and thought to it; who
ignorant .os to the laws of development might wield a power in the affairs of men;
M rs . M. M.
practically meetings for speaking, as well giving a seance. There are two parlors eternal.
and their natures so gross that they seem for great good could they bring themselves
London , Oct. 27, 1886.
as lyceums, and other smaller meetings, separated by folding-doors and both open
incajiable of embracing the divine law-, or to study this science and devote a cer
one at Eagle Hall and one at College and lighted for inspection. In the corner
W here is H eaven ?— The question, comprehending its significance. But this tain portion of their time to it, that feel
Hall, these latter two are variety meetings, of the front parlor, contiguous to the back
platform tests and addresses, very popular, one, is hung a very simple but tasty cur “ Where is heaven?” was put to Sam is the duty I urge upon you to fulfill: take themselves, that they have the power, but
’ holding three sessions every Sunday and tain void of folds or superfluous cloth, Jones by one of his wealthy church mem by the hand the unfortunates, have are too timid, or consider themselves too
conijrassion and charity for their weakness busy to develop themselves; that when
some week day meetings, and do not making a small triangular space, which is
bers
in
Georgia,
whose
cotton
crop
yielded
and illiterateness, and be ye watchful we find people of judgment and cultiva
pause during the Summer, so are perennial the sanctum— from custom we call it a
institutions.
cabinet, but as any one can see it is not him some $20,000 the last year. “ Where yourselves that in climbing the ascent tion , who will listen to, and heed us, we
There is an abundance of seances for one; it is simplicity itself. The walls in is heaven ? ” said the rich planter. “ I’ll with your bilrden, that ye fail, or weary |arc much gratified. I will endeavor, in
■ next essay, to explain to you some
physical manifestations and materiali the rear of this curtain are exposed for tell you where heaven is,” said Mr. Jones, not, never yielding to pride or selfishness, my
zations, they number about ten, and each all to examine; and as the back is against “ if you will go down to the village and be guided by the ray of light that falls like a what of what our work is, and how we
medium holds from three to six seances a the brick wall of the house and the back buy fifty dollars’ worth of groceries, put benediction from angel hands above; are enabled to accomplish it.
week. The principal materializing me room exposed for all or any to examine, them in a wagon, and take them to that pluck the sweet buds of faith in your under
T he Tsetse fly is common in Central
diums are those who have lived here for every one can see there are no clap-trap poor widow on the hillside, who has three takings,and tread notujron the star-gemmed
some time, and each seem to have some contrivances, and that the triangular en of her children sick. She is poor, and is flowers of humility; allow them to blos and Southern Africa, and its bite, while
special point of superiority, and each closure is intact, and the only entrance to a member of the church. Take with you som and linger in your pathway, and perfectly harmless to leopard, lion or ape,
have their circle of friends, from which to it is through this curtain in the presence a nurse, and some one to cook their meals. when the journey is reached, Saidic will
draw patrons, and there are seekers at of all eyes. Particular care is taken in When you get there read the twenty-third mete out full measure of love, and rest, is certain death to all the more useful ani
mals. The horse, the cow, the doc can
happiness’,
and
content,
to
the
brave
soul
psalm
and
kneel
by
her
side
and
pray.
the
arrangement
that
the
curtain
does
not
large, so to speak, who show themselves
not exist where it is found, and without
who
through
all
adversities,
claims
the
Then
you
will
find
out
where
heaven
is.”
extend
to
the
doors,and
a
w
ide,perceptible,
from time to time at all of them. It is
these animals a land is doomed to per
Next
day,
as
the
evangelist
was
walking
right
to
our
crystal
shores.
white
space
intervenes,
so
there
can
be
no
hard to draw any comparisons. Mrs.
a
a
•a
a
.
, I •
' I
/ tl *
. L
,
TV M a, . « a
Given
through
Raymond by Saidie, petual savagery. Were this pest removed
through
the
vilage,
he
met
this
same
surreptitious
entrance
from
the
back
room;
Fairchild’s feature is staying outside of
leader of the Oriental band, and Sun millions of human beings might find happy
wealthy
planter,
his
face
beaming
with
that
however
would
be
unnecessary
as
the cabinet and by the number of forms
homes where a fly has made a wilderness.
Angels Order of Light.
joy.
He
spoke
after
this
manner.
“
Mr.
the
doors
are
closed
when
the
seance
is
that appear. The Berry seances have al
J. B. F ayette , President and Corre Were a pair of these insects taken from
Jones,
I’ve
found
out
where
heaven
is.
ready
to
begin.
The
medium
entranced
ways been popular, their seances ajsthetisponding Secretary of the Sun Angels Or- an unknown land by an All-Wise Deity,
I
went
as
you
directed
me.
We
took
up
enters
the
enclosure,
and
every
one
present
cally conducted; people there feel as if in
placed in the ark to be fed for more than
der
of
Light.
**
the
wagon-load
of
groceries,
and
the
poor
good company. They don’t have so many can, and necsesarily must be absolutely
j a year on the blood of nobler animals and
Osw'Ecai, N. Y ., Nov. a, 1886.
wij^low'
was
completely
overcome
with
joy.
but
certain
that
the
medium
then
is
the
only
forms as some others during a seance,|
. ——
-------------then returned to curse the Dark ConShe
could
not
express
her
thankfulness.
occupant,
and
be
as
absolutely
certain
they stay out longer for interviews and
T hk Saturday Evening Spectator (of linent and make civilization forever imAs
I
read
to
her
the
twenty-third
psalm
that
the
extemporized
formsoi
men,
women
talk more; both of these have submitted
Minneapolis, Minn)., says of a practitioner possible in the districts where they
my
heart
was
filled
with
thankfulness
to
and
children,
come
out
of
the
same,
and
with perfect success to test conditions.
of “ Christain science,” who was formerly abound ?— Fret Thinkers' Magazine.
God;
and,
when
I
prayed,
the
angels
cannot
possibly
be
mortal.
Sometimes
Then Mrs. Fay and Mrs. Bliss are well
a well-known spiritual healing medium in j
——
— --------came,
and
I
thought
I
was
nearer
to
four
or
five
come
out
at
the
same
time,
known and well patronized. Mrs. Best
California, that she quickly made three
I t is said that there are 32,000 people
heaven
than
I
ever
ha,d
been
in
my
life.
very
often
two.
No
one
present
required
still has her seances with illuminated and
thousand dollars in that city-b ein g wel- booked for Southern California by the
I
left
the
nurse
and
cook
in
her
humble
any
testimony
of
this,
for
every
one,
skep
ancient spirits, and is very popular with
dwelling, and promised her she should j corned as an angel of light into homes Emigration Bureau, due between now
tic
or
believer,
has
occular
proof
of
it
all
those who know her, notwithstanding her
the time. A description of what took i never suffer so long as 1 could help her.” i where, as a medium, she would have been and April ist.
exposure a year ago in Connecticut, of
A Boston Letter.
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November 20, 1886.]
Rational Spiritualism.
K ditob or G olden G a t e :

The nebular hypothesis and the theory
of evolution have been universally adopted
by the scientific world because they ac
count for the present phenomena of na
ture beneath and around us. No other
theories do.
.
Of course, no scientist, or assemblage
of scientists, can prw t that the matter of
this solar system, or any other systems of
suns and worlds, was once diffused through
space as finely divided fluid matter, with
its atoms in constant motion; that by the
formation of a nucleus a concentration of
this substance took place, and an im
mense revolving ball of heated matter was
formed, which, by its centrifugal force,
threw off ball after ball of its own sub
stance, which continued to revolve around
their parent sun, and thus formed sys
tems with central suns and revolving
planets. That these planets gradually
concentrated, cooled, formed crusts on
their surface of solid matter, and that,
with our earth at least, after inconceiva
ble time, came organic life— first, vege
table, then animal, then man.
Yet science has rested itself on this
apparently solid hypothesis. This hy
pothesis accounts for the sequences in the
past history of our planet and our solar
system. The spectroscope has almost
proven that the universe is made of sub
stantially the same stuff.
As a necessary deduction from the ac
cepted hypothesis of science, there was a
time, not only in our earth, but every
where in all our solar system, when there
was no life; not only no human life, but
no germ life of any kind, because the heat
was so immeasurably intense that no germ
could exist.
Life is now here. Its earliest expres
sion was a little protoplasmic jelly, com
posed of ogygen, hydrogen, nitrogen and
carbon, filled with force in a new' form.
How this force, in this new form, got into
this little mass of jelly, nobody knows. It
got there, however, and from that little
beginning has developed up all the multi
tudinous forms of organization, until it has
arrived at the biped-human.
There having been a time when there
was no life on this planet, and it being
now here, the only rational conclusion is,
that it originated here. Having no knowl
edge of any life except what originated
and exists here, the large mass of modern
scientists have denied, not only the prob
ability, but the possibility, of any life con
tinuing beyond the organisms which mani
fest it here. They have always seen its
operations in connection with organization;
hence, they have claimed that when the
organization was destroyed, the manifesta
tion of life must cease. They had adopted
a dogmatic assertion, which has been ac
cepted as a proverb: “ Life commenced
here, therefore it must end here; what
ever had a beginning, must also have an
end.”
Having seen, heard and read of many
facts tending to show that life and intelli
gence does continue beyond the dissolu
tion of the body, for many years I have
been studying to find some process of
reasoning, consistent with the known and
well established facts of science, by which
a continued individual and intelligent ex
istence could be made probable and ra
tional, so that men and women who do
«<?/deny and ignore all the demonstrations
of science and reason, might be led to in
vestigate the evidences of a future life.
In the May number of the Overland
Monthly was published my first article on
this subject, “ Must life, commencing
here, necessarily end here ?” It was con
sidered reasonable enough to be published
in that widely circulated magazine.
My reasoning was intended to reach
people who think and who accept the con
clusions of reason, based on the facts of
nature.
I simply wished to show that the seem
ingly well attested facts of Spiritualism
were not inconsistent with the demon
strated facts of science and the theory of
evolution. It was an attempt to premise
or ante-date the fact of Spiritualism with
rational premises which would render them
consistent with each other. It was an at
tempt to show that there need be no break
in actual materiality when the intelligent
force of the body left its old and worn-out
house, clothed with a finer and more en
during covering of more attenuated mat
ter.
It was an attempt to show that evolution
had some significance; that it was for an
object; that the travail of Nature through
inconceivable ages brought forth an off
spring worthy her long labors, viz: an indi
vidualized, intelligent entity capable of in
definite and perhaps perpetual existence,
unrestrained and untrarnmeled by the clogs
and hindrance of this life.
It was an attempt to give meaning and
intent and plan to every step in this won
derful deve opment “ from star dust to im
mortal spirit.”
It had a tendency to show that through
all Nature and all her wonderful changes
and transformations there was a force,
operating with wonderful wisdom and
directed towards the accomplishment of a
definite end. In other words it had a ten
dency to fill all nature with intelligent
design.
It made the human body a wonderful
lalxjratory with the grandest function to
perform viz: to duplicate itself in sublimated
and refined matter for continued existence

and usefulness.

This was also the object of the first arti
cle written for the G olden G ate, en
titled: “ As Individuals we begin Here.”
Of course I had to reason about some
thing of which I knew and could talk
about.
I could not talk of immaterial nothings,
because I don’t know anything about im
material forces or immaterial things and
cannot conceive of any such absurdities.
I can conceive of qualities or words used
to describe qualities of things or forces,
such as hard or soft, strong or weak, but
they are qualities of things or forces and
are used merely to show how these things
or forces affect other things or forces.
It seems that some persons can not or
will not distinguish between finer and
coarser matter, weaker and stronger forces,
and can not or will not understand my
ideas. I have no time or disposition to
be diverted into hair-splitting disputations
about the use of language, or reason about
any realm besides the real, because the
real and the demonstrable are enough to
occupy all my time and all my poor reason.
Let those who will disport themselves in
the ideal and cavort around to their
heart’s content in the unexplored realm
of immaterial nonentity.
With me, the present question is, Do
the facts of nature and of this life pre
clude the possibility or probability of a
continued life beyond? Also I desire to
combat the wide-spread fallacy that “ life
must cease here if it commenced here,”
by showing that the matter of which our
bodies are composed is not new, but is
part of the matter of the eternal ages past;
that the force we call life is nothing but
p^rt of the all-pervading force of the uni
verse acting in new relations, through or
ganisms built up for the very purpose of
individualizing an entity capable of con
tinued life.
Is this a materialism unworthy the study
of a philosophic mind? Is this an inves
tigation which might not engage the atten
tion of an exalted intellect?
Such studies and investigations will oc
cupy the minds and command the atten
tion of the bright intellects of the race
long after the wide vagaries, fanatical as
sumptions, and incongruous notions of all
such correspondents of the G o l d e n G a t e
as the one who talks of “ one-storied
heads of materialists” shall have been
buried in the compost heap of the earth’s
worthless rubbish.
E. A. C l a r k .
S a n J o s e , Nov. 14, 1886.

Letter from Los Angeles.
E ditor

of

G olden G a t e :

We have had two good opportunities to
witness materializations through the mediumship of Mrs. Elsie Reynolds, 265 South
Spring street, this city.
I'he two seances we attended on the
evenings of November 5th and 10th were
not crowded. The sitters were afforded
every opportuuity to examine all the
surroundings, cabinet included, which
was simply dark muslin hung in the form
of a curtain across the corner of the seance
room.
As this medium is one of the much
grabbed and exposed mediums, we (self and
wife), were anxious to see and judge for
ourselves.
On the first evening, November 5th,
there were a number of good strong mater
ializations, and three or four tests given
that were beyond the power of any med
ium to simulate, but as a whole the seance
was not as satisfactory as we could desire,
after the number of reports of fraud which
we had read concerning this medium, and
yet we saw nothing fraudulent at this first
seance.
At the second seance on November 10th
the manifestations were very remarkable
and satisfactory to every one present, and
beyond question as to their genuineness.

M aterialization and dematerialization
occured outside the cabinet, plain to be
seen by all.
The medium and a full form materiali
zation walked out of the cabinet hand in
hand, also a boy, should judge to be twelve
to fourteen years old, walked out of the
cabinet hand in hand with a full form
female, the boy shaking hands with every
one who desired to shake with him.
As a majority of your readers are famil
iar with the many descriptions published
of similar occurrences, I will not weary the
readers with further details, but will close
with a single suggestion or opinion; it is
this: Mrs. Reynolds is a very sensitive,
susceptible medium, and we can well un
derstand why she is caught or called fraud
ulent. If designing fraud-hunting parties,
visit herseances, they can, we believe, de
velop there and then, through her mediumship the fraud they are seeking; on
the contrary if truth is their object, if jus
tice and fair play is what they seek, they
will not be disappointed.
My only object in sending this to the
G olden
G a t e for publication is simply
justice. Yours for justice to all,
Dr. M. E. C o n g a r .
Los A n g e l e s , N ov. 14, 1886.
T he Legislature of Manitoba has
amended the municipal act of the pro
vince so as to allow unmarried women,
having the property qualification, the right
to vote at municipal elections. Thus
Manitoba wheels into line with the other
Canadian provinces— New Brunswick, No
va Scotia and Ontario— which have already
secured municipal suffrage for women.
rl'he highest monument in the world to
day is Washington Monument.

fWritten for the Golden Gate.]

awa at the ither end, cried out, ‘ I>ord,
A Contented Mind is a Continual Feast! preserve us all ! and then a’ the folk
Soul Growth— How to Attain It.
aboot me cried, ‘ Lord, preserve us all !
Truer words and fraught with greater “ Preserve us !” say I. “ Did ye never
Much is being said in and written for
import were never uttered, for without see a man frae Glesca afore ? ”— Scottish our mental science classes, about soul
A merican.
this happy mental condition all our sur
growth, by overcoming error in our outerroundings however pleasant, our opportu
self and mortal mind, and becomingO a
Answers to Questions.
nities, however favorable, and all our
living demonstration of the inner and
[Given at the Banner o f Light Free C ircle, through the
efforts however successful, each and all mediumship o f Miss M . T . Shelhamer.j
higher attributes of our being; by making
would fail to contribute their designed
Q— [By H. M. C ., New York.] In a our higher self (or spiritual soul) supreme
and proportionate degrees of pleasure. printed lecture recently delivered by the ruler over the outward life and sensuous
Contentment (I mean the genuine article) guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich mind, and bringing our thoughts and de
is not secured by external influences, but mond, occur the following sentences: sires into harmony with divine truth and
is a harmonious condition of our inner
“ The time is coming when phenomenal thereby cease to think and desire from the
life, which is the source of all true enjoy
sensuous mind and lower self.
ment— a calm resignation to the inevita Spiritualism, as it is termed— w’e mean
The questions that are most frequently
ble, a supremacy of spirit over matter. the phenomena of Modern Spiritualism— asked are, YVhat is the first step ? How
We occasionally, but too rarely, meet will not cease to exist, but will cease to can we attain this mastery over matter
those whose very presence infuses cheer be, in the majority of the minds of those ! and the lower self? The first step is to
and hope to our flagging spirit; whose who call themselves Spiritualists, the most get as clear an idea as possible of the real
The very fact that and the unreal and learn that the real is
pleasant beaming continues, and sweet important factor.
musical tones produce new life and re materialization has caused so much d is-1 that which stands the three divisions of
freshened energies, and sweeten our sension proves how frail is the evidence of time— the past, present and future. This
diminutive cup of earthly pleasures. We the senses, how futile it would be to build you can do in any metaphysical class;
feel as though some heavenly influence up the question of man’s immortality on then, with a mind sweet and clean, free
from higher and brighter spheres had de the phenomena of materialization.” As from prejudice, aspire, with open mind,
scended upon our obscure and destitute the questioner considers materialization to receive truth and do good, and you will
lives and kissed our trouble souls! This an important “ factor” in Modern soon begin to realize the desires and pos
greatly to be desired condition of mental Spiritualism, will the controlling intelli sibilities of your higher self. When this
equilibrium is to some a priceless inherit gence please give his views of the sub is done resolve yourself back in thought
ance, but to the majority of human be ject ?
to the fountain head of life— the immor
A— While there are human beings on tal realm of thought and being; then seek
ings it is a dearly won victory of the spirit
over the disappointments and vexations of earth who base all their calculations, all in that sphere to know yourself, for there
everyday life. Wealth can not buy it, their ideas of knowledge, upon the evi and there only will you find yourself.
friends can not bestow it, nor our disci dences which their external senses con Cease to think of yourself as anything but
plinary experiences bring it to us unless vey to their minds, there will be a need of pure spirit. When you have accomplished
they are properly utilized, converting every what is known as phenomenal Spiritual this and have become conscious of being
failure into an incentive to stronger efforts, ism; while those who have not the power enthroned in spirit, and have felt the in
every disappointment into an increased of turning aside from the outer or physical pouring of inspiration from the balmy at
desire and determination to rise above, manifestations of life to find comfort and mosphere of that reality, your thoughts
and sail smoothly over the frequent dis testimony of existence through their in and desires will come from the soul, and
turbances, upon the sea of human events, terior soul-perceptions, there will be a her immortal attributes will express them
seizing upon every means of enjoyment, necessity for phenomenal Spiritualism in selves through the mind and entire body;
that will not only brighten and beautify order to demonstrate to them the fa ct of then you will have demonstrated your
our daily experiences but will enlarge our a continued, conscious life. And yet we immortality to your outer consciousness.
capacity for higher and more intense pleas can agree with the controls of Mrs. Rich When this condition is won you will lose
ures, and we will thus gradually emerge mond in declaring that the time will the false and acquired idea of the differ
from our present undeveloped condition come when these phenomenal aspects of ences of things through the realization of
of discontent and unhappiness into those Spiritualism will cease to be all important their oneness. Nature is a grand har
high, peaceful conditions that emanate or to possess the first claim upon man’s mony, and differences pertain to develop
from a soul that has conquered self and consideration. Humanity itself is advanc ment, and development pertains to mani
asserted its complete and glorious suprem ing from a purely physical condition of festation only of the real being through
acy over the ills and imperfections of life to a more spiritualized stage of being. matter. When we step behind the veil of
earthly conditions. Within us, not with As man grows in power, gains knowledge matter and into a clear and extended con
out, exist the capabilities and means of of his own life and of the laws of nature, sciousness we will find that all things, both
true happiness. Harmony within defies and comes into a condition to subject the of the outer and inner world, are of the
the raging, conflicting elements without! elements, as well as the arbitrary laws of one great life, and are all God s children
By the aid of our reason and will-power, life, to his own kindly mind, he ceases, to and of equal value to the parent source.
and the divine assistance of our spirit an extent, to live purely in the sensual or
When we retire into the depths of being
friends, we can establish our happiness, physical department of being; he feels we will find the flame that will light the
contentment, yea, even our heaven, be stirring within him another self, a higher path and illume the understanding to com
yond the reach of external influences being, and he desires to learn something prehend the now hidden and seeming
Through the law of mysteries of the unrevealed, which will
within our own souls! This we must of its nature.
natiently, perseveringly and hopefully spirituality he discovers that he can turn yield a rich harvest of absolute knowledge
earn to accomplish. So long have we to an inner self, and gain a knowledge of and power.
been erroneously taught “ that the beauti a purer and a higher condition; his devo
We are a spark or scintillation of Divine
ful world of ours is a vale of tears,” a pro tional nature is aroused; he feels that he spirit. The atom is identical in its attri
bationary state of self-denial, penance, must outgrow the thought of purely per butes with the one Great Central Life
and suffering, a scene of misery, pain and sonal endeavor and aggrandizement, and and Will, which is the cause of all things.
death (with much emphasis upon the lat reach out to something more lofty and en You should try to realize this as fully as
ter!), and that to merit the highest degree nobling. By doing this his spiritual na possible, for the comprehension of the
of happiness in that far distant and thinly ture becomes unfolded, and he looks truth of our relation and oneness with all
populated abode of an unchanging vari abroad upon the world and finds in the manifested and unmanifested life brings
ety, and an unvarying degree of musical lesson of the stars, or in the leafy trees, us into universal thought and feeling,— the
bliss, we must place ourselves upon every that there is evidence of power, of soul- fulfillment of the divine plan. From that
conceivable rack of mental and physical force, of spiritual existence, and he be plane of development this truth is com
torture! that to revolutionize this barba lieves what exists for nature certainly prehended, that in attributes and possi
rous condition of affairs, and to introduce must for man. In this way the interior bilities we are as great as the greatest and
a more substantial and desirable founda self, the spiritual nature, becomes de as small as the smallest, that the most in
tion for true and progressive attainments, veloped, and man ceases to look only for ferior manifestation of outward life is as
we must patiently but perseveringly pur the sensual and physical demonstration of great in its real self as the greatest, and of
sue the necessary efforts to extricate from life. Turning to the spiritual perceptions no less value to the Father. Evil, disease
our thoughts, motives, words and deeds within, his own powers of mediumship, of and sorrow come from without— or rather
all the unnatural growth of every element clear sight, are unfolded; he can perceive, from that which is within being veiled,
that is a foe to the happy and •progressive sense, feel the presence of invisible ones shadowed and perverted in thought, by
conditions our loving Father intended for around him, and step out from his own the senses. They are also the result of
his children while on the earth plane, and incarnated condition to a plane of coming under the psychological influence
supplant instead a grateful and happy rec spiritual life, wherein he knows, through of other minds and their conditions, there
ognition of His beautiful and magnani all the avenues of his being, that there is by losing self-poise and self-control; hence
mous provisions for our enjoyments, a con such an existence; that his friends live the necessity of finding and controlling
sciousness of the great possibilities and there and love him, and that he is moving self, and in thought holding our true rela
Materialization thus tion to all things. All good comes from
opportunities for happiness pertaining to towards them.
this sphere of existence, this atom of the means something of deep significance; it within, through the finding of self, and by
vast eternal future, searching daily for the is an important factor in the annals of the the subjugation of outer things and sensu
blessings and privileges that lie so thickly work of Spiritualism, because it brings to ous feelings to the inner and spiritual per
scattered around our pathway, if we only mankind a visible demonstration of the ception of truth.
have the necessary desire and knowledge power of the spirit over matter; but when
When we can resolve ourself back in
to discover them, and we will soon find every individual on earth has become so thought to the original life and oneness
that instead of looking away in the dim spiritualized, so elevated above purely ma- from whence we sprung we will become
distant future for some condition or local teriarconditions,so receptive to the spiritual illumined in spirit and in truth, and will
ity for our coveted and rightful happiness conditions of a higher existence as to be find rest and harmony, for in the deep
that right here and daily are springing up come clairvoyant, so as to perceive, hidden center of being all is harmony,
from the fertile soil of our immortal souls, mingle with and spiritually commune with love and peace. As fast as we perceive
gems of purest and enduring pleasures to the denizens of another sphere— with his truth we should seek to manifest it in our
mature and ripen and be gathered into the own dear departed ones— materialization every day walks of life. By so doing we
abundant and overflowing storehouses of will have ceased to be that important ele make a practical demonstration of our im
our heavenly Father’s Eternal Kingdom. ment in Spiritualism, because ever)’ man mortal qualities. If we do not this our
Let us sow the seed by cultivating a cheer and every woman will be his or her own responsibilities greatly increase, and it
ful contented mind, by accepting the in medium; they will open the door-ways were better that we had never perceived
evitable with a calm resignation, meeting of their own lives to the entrance of truth. We may apprehend truth both in
the disappointments and discouragements spirit-friends; they will walk with them, tellectual and intuitive, but it is not ours
of our earthly pursuits with smiling coun and talk with them spiritually, not draw fully until we live it.
tenances and hopeful hearts, believing ing their immortal friends down through
What do we do when we pactically
that these light afflictions (if properly ap the avenues of mortality to take upon demonstrate truth in our common thought
plied) will work for us a far more exceed themselves for the time physical elements, and action ? We live a true life and ex
ing and eternal weight of glory! Let us to descend to crude conditions of earth; ternalize the qualities of our immortal
be less ambitious for an abundance of the but rising in their own acquired power to self. This is the “ straight and narrow
wealth of this world, but daily add to our the spiritual plane of their departed loved road that leadeth unto everlasting life.”
spiritual treasures the abiding wealth that ones they will walk and talk with them Why is this true? For this reason: that
flows from a contented, virtuous and use through spiritualized means and con it fills our mind and body with the immor
ful life, and contribute trom this true ditions, and be able to experience some tal qualities of mind which our soul pos
prosperity, joy and sunshine to those who thing of the joys that spirits know in a sesses. All whose life is not a demon
come within our influence, thus contrib diviner life.
stration of truth go through life clothed
uting our “ mite ” toward such a feast for
in a mask of error which veils the real in
A cat at Galena, 111., climbed a tree and
humanity that will satisfy all our spirit
dividual trom recognition. And thus
ual cravings, strengthen our spiritual un attempted to pounce upon a group of through the world we go, veiled with the
derstanding and unite in one abundant, English sparrows which were sitting on a error that came from trusting the senses,
The sparrows attacked their
universal and continuous feast of spiritual branch.
placing good things in a wrong place.
enemy with their bills and soon it was sur
blessings the entire human family.
Such are not truthfully seen except by the
rounded by hundreds of angry birds. The
E l l a L. M e r r i a m .
few that can peer through the mask and
birds compelled the cat to jump to the
Los A ngeles, Cal.
behold things as they are in the reaf.
ground. They persued it, pecked out its
____
_______
M.
E. C.
A G lasgow draper, who was narrating eyes and finally killed it.
his experiences during his first visit to
Q ueen K apoline, of H awaii.— Queen
England, said he stepped into an Episco
H e who sedlilously attends, coolly an Kapoline, the consort of King Kalakaua
pal church in the middle of the service, swers, and ceases when he has no more to of Hawaii, will arrive at San Francisco
just to see what they did. “ I hadna been say, is in possession of some of the best re next August, when she will begin a tour
well seated,” he said, “ when the minister, quisites ot man.
of the United States.— Inter Ocean.

cnee relates to the attack of Harvard College
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course
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GOLDEN GAT I
upon Modern Spiritualism, and the unfair man
one is better deserving the name than any of its
It is but natural that men and women who ner in which the professors of that institution
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First comes the suspicion of dishonesty with
spiritual unfoldmcnt he naturally takes less and of death pointing into the rayless gloom.
which the great world of skeptics is disposed to
Among the many valuable works coming from
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France placed Reason on the throne of the uni regard one, and then the keen suffering experi
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I the needless destruction of harmless animal life. verse, and bowed m worship at its shrine. She enced at times as the result of the abnormally Eona,” of recent issue. It is a cleverly written
order, when po^thle ; otherwise by ea;>
aroused sensitiveness essential to good medium* account of their various incarnations in earthW e say of “ Aarmitts animal life,” for there is a exalted the seen and ridiculed the unseen, until
ship.
I
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life and on other worlds, given through the "Sun
every
man’s
hand
was
at
the
throat
of
his
neigh
vast difference between the taking of such life
N o . 734 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, C a l.M
But it has such grand rewards— such moments Angels’ Order of Light,” by Spirit Eona.
and the destruction of animal life at war with bor, and the streets of Paris ran red with human of spiritual exaltation and blissful communings
Eon and Eona arc dual souls whose history
S A T U R D A Y , N O VEM BER 20, 1886. man, and which it becomes necessary for him to gore.
with the angel world— that but few people would dates far, far back into the ages of the past, and
Cold, selfish and heartless is that nature that hesitate to accept the suffering and the unjust from thence to the present, showing step by step
remove for his own protection.
TH E M EN A N D W OM EN W E M EET.
A teaching of Buddhism, with which certain never worships— that never feels the sense of that imputations of the ignorant for the transcendant how their souls grew and unfolded as the myriad
soul-delights that the possession of such gifts years rolled on, how ever and anon their spirits
awful
yet
loving
Mystery
that
broods
the
uni
IIow little of genuine spirituality do we find schools of advanced thinkers are becoming in
bestow.
were wedded to matter, in order to gain mastery
verse,
whom
we
are
taught
to
call
God.
in the world. Of the thousands of men and doctrinated, is, that all life is alike sacred— that
It is no doubt true, that a knowledge of the over it and become a law unto themselves.
In the cold, pale light of an irreligious reason calumny and misrepresentation to which mediums
the
life
of
the
insect
or
the
reptile
is
as
much
a
It teaches that the laws of re-embodiment and
women we meet daily upon our crowded streets,
— a reason that has no use for any power in nat have been, and are, subjected, has operated to matehood are the underlying principles of pro
part
of
Om,
or
the
great
Creative
Force
that
fills
how many have a thought beyond this life’ How
ure beyond and superior to itself— all the holier prevent many mediumistic persons from yield gression; and that individual and planetary life
the
universe,
as
is
the
life
of
man
or
angel;
and
many are living their best, or above the plane of
ing to the influences of the invisibles. Indeed, are spiritualized by coming into harmony with
attributes
and
faculties
of
the
soul—
the
love
that
that man has no right to take the life of his fellow
a mere animal existence?
we know several such, who would lie grand in these higher laws. Eona says:
seeketh another’s good, the charity that suffereth
worm,
however
inimical
or
dangerous
to
his
own
Faces everywhere; eager faces; faces sodden
struments for the spirit world, if they would but
** T h u i in response to the licking of the clock of tiwt,
long, the gentle humanity that ennobles and up consent; but they will not allow themselves to man comes and goes until he can gain his heirship to the
life
that
other
life
may
be.
and bleared with vice; faces bearing the foot
court* celestial, where is ended the. battle, when matter h
lifts the race— wither like the dew-kissed flowers conic under spirit influence.
And
thus
the
By
carrying
this
idea
one
step
farther,
wc
prints of dissipation; intellectual faces; society
conquered and he stands a full-orbed angel, mith the powers
of a Spring morning before the hot breath of the spirits are often thwarted in their efforts to de that have governed him subservient to his master spirit.
might
say
that
man
has
no
right
to
destroy
the
faces; faces wearing the impress of worldliness;
velop mediums for a high order of manifestations. * ’ ' It Is true that many on both sides of time’ s rim
sirocco.
faces whereon we see mirTored from the heart be noxious and poisonous weeds that encumber the
Hence, they are obliged to accept such instruments live in complete ignorance of matehood as understood and
Fraternity without religion! What a paradox
ground
and
crowd
out
the
useful
plant,
for
do
low all manner of impure things— shame, crime,
as arc submissive to their will, and these, it is to accepted in the higher realms, yet spirits of the k>wet
of words! There is mockery in the thought! be regretted, are not always such as they would spheres find themselves attached to mortals, and not know
they
not
contain
a
part
of
the
same
life,
and
have
selfish ambition, degrading appetites— these we
ing why they seek their society, sympathize with them is
As well might we talk of fraternity of selfishness, choose.
they
not
the
same
right
to
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soil
and
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all that goes to make up the extreme of life’ s joys or sor
meet at even step; the streets are full of them;
The more i>erfect the instrument, the higher rows. T his goes on sometimes for ages, first -one and then
fraternity
of
covetousness
and
of
unbridled
appe
but how few faces upon which the unfolded spirit shine, the rain and the gentle dew, as the fruitful
and more satisfactory will be the manifestations the other approaching material shores, while the other i* at
tite.
It
is
the
spirituality
in
man’s
nature,
and
within has written lines of love, charity, purity vine, or the life-sustaining corn? Is not the life
of spirit power, and the more completely will the tracted more or less thereto, and after a time there comes
home to their souls through a development ‘of their spirit
not his intellect, that makes all the difference l>cof
the
plant
and
the
animal
alike
sacred
in
the
and goodness.
veil be rent asunder that shuts out the dear inv ual natures a knowledge o f the truth, which they then ac
tween a demon and an angel.
mortals from our sight.
eyes
of
the
Creator?
cept with gladness of heart that is unfading and unfailing.
What fields for study do all of our great cities
Reason and religion, twin sisters of the im
Those who possess but little spiritual unfoldmcnt have less
There
are,
no
doubt,
better
channels
for
spirit
On
the
other
hand,
is
it
not
more
reasonable
present to the thoughtful student of humanity.
communication in the world than any that have power over the life tides that flow earthward, and which are
mortal
soul,
they
should
never
be
separated.
,
. . .
. . . . .
a in direct response to their unconscious demands, coni*In the contemplation of the multitude do we find to suppose that enlightened man, being the high
yet been opened-noblc souls who Imle dream of
thc „ ^
f„ , « DI|y
They
may
drift
apart
at
times
in
the
conflicts
unlimited "food for thought.” Here are poten est expression of God on this planet, is invested
the mighty powers for good that lie all un earthward to work out their salvation, for, regardlew of
of passions and the speculations of philosophy,
with
discriminating
power
to
determine
what
is
tialities for good, undeveloped elements for use,
developed in their natures.
But as the cause crucifixions, all souls must unfasten tlieir own fetters through
but they will be sure to find their own again, gains in the affections and sympathies of the peo their spiritual unfoldmcnt; if another were to do this for
good
or
evil
in
all
existences
belowhim,
and
that
hints and prophecies of angelhood, and also
them where would be their victory?
when
the
strife
is
over,
and
hand
in
hand
will
they
ple, and it becomes no longer of questionable
capacities for evil, that no language can measure. he is endowed with the right to destroy the evil
As this book has been given to the world
propriety to believe a now somewhat unpopular
tread their upward way together.
and
protect
and
encourage
the
good?
And then each individual is a world of his ow n,
through thc " S u n Angels Order of Light,” a brief
truth,
nor
disreputable
to
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for
spiritual
de
Down from the bending heavens and from the
history of which appears as an appendix, it may
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not
all
hurtful
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often unexplored and unsubdued. Each follows
velopment, these better instruments will be
home of the celestials, in these latter days, have
be of interest to our readers, to know something
table
life—
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of
prey,
poisonous
reptiles,
etc.,
the line of his ow n individual destiny, making his
attuned to the grand work and made use of by
come multitudes of the blessed immortals to the angel world to bring the glorious truths of of its origin and object. It is an ancient order
—
be
the
expressions
or
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of
the
hurt
own history, and laying the foundation of a char
established by advanced spirits in the higher
teach
irreligious
man
the
nature
and
destiny
of
the new gospel home to the hearts and consciences
acter whose complete and perfect structure eter ful passions and degrading appetites of man—
realms of spirit-life. The main object of the
of
men.
the soul— to melt as in the crucible of Divine
such
as
revenge,
anger,
covetousness,
and
the
nity only can accomplish.
Order is to unite the two worlds in bonds of love
I>et us honor our mediums, not by condoning
Love,
the
hard
materialism
and
atheism
that
and wisdom. The members of the Order of Light
How can we reach these moving multitudes like,— and which it is his duty to trample beneath
their faults, but by seeking their highest spiritual
were crystallizing the intellect of the world. And
from the other shores, bring such lessons to the
his
feet?
What
is
man
here
for
but
to
overcome
and touch and inspire their hearts with an aspi
welfare,— by encouraging them in all good
members of earth-land, as will enable them to be
right grandly are they doing their work.
evil
with
good,
and
to
rise
superior
to
the
evil
ways and works, and by gentle admonitions,
ration for better things? To many of them the
more useful workers for good, while journeying
The
night
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light
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in
the
when
they
would
go
astray.
I^ot
us
seek
to
things of the spirit are a sealed book, and good propensities of his own nature, as well as to over
in this " Yale of tears.” There is a large mem
make the divine gifts of mediumship most pre
east.
Behold
the
coursers
of
the
sun—
the
heralds
ness an unknown quantity. They never think of come all hurtful things in nature around him?
bership scattered throughout the United States
w
cious and sacred in thc estimation of all into
of
a
new
day.
who are doing much toward the elevation of hu
a life to come, nor of the great moral responsi But how can he put evil under his feet except by
whose hands the good Father has confided them.
manity. The book can be had by addressing J.
S O C IE T Y R E S P O N S IB L E F O R C R IM E .
bilities of the life that now is. Their spiritual destroying it.
And thus shall the cause we profess to love, gain
B. Fayette, Oswego, N. Y . and enclosing $2.50.
When Siddartha, the Light of Asia, gave of his
in purity and brightness as the years rolls on.
natures are so involved in the elements of matter,
Agents are solicited to canvas for this work.
There are now confined in the County Jail of
so obscured by grossness, that the light from fair young flesh to feed the famishing tigress and
UT H E S C R E W S . ”
this city thirteen murderers, awaiting trial,
T hey Do Not Sleep T here.— The Christian
above can not penetrate the murky depths; or if her starveling cubs, which he encountered in his
or the final judgment of the courts. The high
Prentice MuWord says, " D o n ’t be a screw,” Advocate says: " Three things are necessary to
travels, he gave himself to the promotion of a
it do it shines so dimly as not to be perceived.
crimes for which these men are now imprisoned which is the same in effect as a bolt, nail, or any prevent sleeping in church— ventilation, animated
And here is thy work, O evangel of earth and mortal error— to the strengthening and building
were committed mainly under the influence of other small thing upon which the strength of preachers, and brains in the hearers. Ventilate
heaven! To clear away the clouds of ignorance up of that which, when nourished back to life
greater ones depend. What would become of thc church, ventilate the subject, and only the
strong drink.
and enor from these immortal souls, that the sun and vigor, would pitilessly rend him and his fol
mechanics w’ere there no screws? When screws sick, the imbecile, or those broken of rest, will
In Los Angeles, on the 12th instant, a m a n ia s
get loose in machinery, or drop out, there is a sleep in the house of G od.” Ventilation is the
light of Divine Truth may shed its rays down lowers for his pains. That was a piece of con
hanged for murdering his wife while she held her collapse, and sometimes a calamity. In human first requisite to keep one awake, and we can not
into their lives, radiating their natures with the summate folly that no sensible god would have
six months’ old babe at her breast, and also for society, Mr. Mulford says, "th e screws are book think it was lacking in those old primitive log
glow and glory of a new-born purpose, and been guilty of.
killing, at the same time, a kind neighbor who keepers, telegraph operators, clerks, and all who structures wherein our grandfathers and grand
mothers congregated on Sunday to hear the most
Tile earth upon which we tread, the air we had given her shelter after he had driven her from
opening to them a pathway to the higher life.
never plan anything beyond a situation and animated discourses of our century. Strong doc
Though thy task may seem great, thou must re breathe, the water we drink and the food we eat, his home. He committed the terrible act while steady wages. Confidence and brains combined trine was taught in those days, and strongly be
find such screws ready-made by the thousand, and lieved; there were no sick or imbecile found in
member that time and eternity are before thee in are teeming with countless forms of life, beautiful his brain was crazed with rum.
" I had been on a spree all night, and was mad makes them do as much work for as little money churches those times, and yet those fearfully God
which to perform it. There is no finite condition and perfect in all their parts— beings that we are
with drink,” is the excuse given by the man as possible. When one screw is worn out he fearing people did sleep and snore, too, in the
house of God. We venture the assertion that no
of sin or ignorance that can not be overcome by compelled to destroy whichever way we move. Goldenson for the cruel murder of an inoffensive
throws it aside and gets another.”
one was ever seen to be sleeping in a Spiritualist
In all the realm of nature, among the birds of school girl, in this city last week. He was mad
an infinity of effort.
There are, indeed, numerous men and women congregation. Nothing keeps one awake like
the air and the fishes of the sea, we beheld a lav with the rum with w’hich society authorized the who hold the same relation to the great social new mental food, which Spiritualism can supply
SATAN .
every' Sunday the year round. There is anima
saloon-keeper
to
furnish
him.
and industrial fabric as does the screw to the pon tion in listening to positive facts regarding our
ish supply and destruction of one form of life to
And so we might go through the long list and derous engines that have revolutionized the world. spirit’s home, where all we ever loved is gathered
The religions of all kinds and of all ages have
sustain and build up another form— all going to
taught a belief in the existence of some mythical
find the same cause lying at the basis of all this dark But could the great engines or the world get in those eternal mansions.
power of evil contending with God for the pos show how little the estimate the Creator himself catalogue of crime. Rum does it all. And then along w ithout these iron, steel and human screws?
T he N a m e o f I t . — The Boston Traveler com
session of the soul of man. It is a belief founded sets upon the sufferings of his creatures. Who follows the long expense account lor the trial and If they are undervalued that is a mistake on the
plains
that
there
is
more
interest
in
American
conviction
(with
the
more
probable
acquittal)
of
in human ignorance, and naturally so.
gave the hawk its beak and tallons with which to
part of those they serve, but nothing to the detri
The forces of nature present themselves to the rend and tear the harmless dove? Does He set a these murderers, which the tax-payers arc required ment of the screws that hold the world and all archaeology abroad than at home; and refers to
to pay; to say nothing of the children made or things in it together. Wc have been keeping thc " Societe des Americanistes, ” for the study of
savage as of two kinds— good and evil. The first
higher value upon the hawk than upon the dove?
is represented in the glad sunshine and the gentle
phans, the homes beggared, and the lives wrecked, track of Mr. Mulford’s ideas for a score of years, ancient American civilizations, its languages,
architecture, science and art; also the inter
rain; the latter by the fierce cyclone, the dread If so, wherefore?
and all by this hideous demon Rum.
and in our opinion he never caused to be printed
These are problems that Buddhism can not ex
thunderbolt and the terrible earthquake. Hence,
When one thinks, as at times he must, of the a line that was not worth ready twice, at least. national "Congress des Americanistes,” that
meets every four years in one of the European
he deems it quite as important that he should plain. Hence, man must turn to the God within terrible devastation caused by intemperance, and However, in the new mental philosophy of the capitals for the purpose of examining all new
propitiate the demon that produces the latter that him for their solution, and he does not seek for realizes how sweeping is the evil among men— day that has taken especial hold upon Mr. Mul facts collected in the interim.
It may be ob
he may not be injured, as that he should tickle
when he pictures to his mind thc crimes, the woes ford, he is indulging in too airy flights, and goes served that Americans take the same interest in
the truth in vain. Put down the wrong— uphold
the same things of the Old World. The average
the vanity of the benign power that seems dis
unutterable, and the vast multitude, with eyes beyond the material essentials of this world.
American tourist in Europe goes into ecstacies
the
right,
is
an
injuction
of
the
Most
High
voiced
posed to favor him.
bleared and moral faculties blunted by strong
We do not object to his calling the workers over sights, scenes and ruins that are not hall so
The Satan of the Christian world is believed to man through every listening ear of his moral drink, moving slowly but surely down to the screws, but that he holds them in low estimation. grand or interesting as could be found in the
by many to be an actual being, filled with and spiritual nature.
utter depths of ruin, it would seem that no one They are the mainsprings of all that blesses and three /Americas. But leaving South and Ceetral
America out of the question, the majority of
intense malice towards the human race, and
would
hesitate
for
a
moment
as
to
his
duty
in
the
gives permanence and plenty to the land, and Americans go to Europe with so little knowledge
And here we return to our subject and re
if not possessed of actually greater power than
matter of closing up the whisky mills of the could not be dispensed with for a day without of their own beautiful and wondrous land of the
affirm that the needless destruction of inoffensive
Jehovah, he is at least able to frustrate the plans
country.
much trouble and loss. It is no trifling thing to United States, as to be enabled to give any cor
rect ideas concerning it to our English speaking
Talk of our wine industry, and of the injury " be a screw.”
of the latter in the creation of man, and secure animal life is a wrong that man should rise above.
cousins. Persons who travel for information,
by far the larger portion of souls for his kingdom He should pity while he slays the poisonous rep that prohibition would entail upon the State,—
should take some of the home articles with them.
W h y N o t ?— Commissioner Sparks is un "Just for the name,” is too often the motive.
o f Eternal Torment. Children in intellect, or tile; just as he should pity the wrong-doer whom haven’t mothers, and helpless children, interests
men in the infancy of the race, might be expected he finds it necessary to deprive of his liberty for as well ? Shall wc foster one class at the cost of fortunate in many of his decisions, in that they
the lives, health and happiness of another ? But are often set aside. Only a few weeks ago the
to believe in such a being; but that matured
— The Moral Educational Society meets every
the protection of society.
that is a mere plea to consolidate the lesser with President himself took up the case of a man who Tuesday, 3 p . m ., at 1045 1-2 Market steet, to
minds should find room in the universe for a
the greater evil. It is the strong distillation reported to him what he was defrauded out of his discuss subjects that elevate humanity. The pub
power thus malignant it is difficult to understand.
E n gines o f D e a t h . — The seductive balloon
Mr. lic is earnestly invited to assist.
that poisons and maddens the brain, and not the land by one of Mr. Sparks’ decisions.
The only Satan that man has any occasion to
is responsible for all other methods attempted
Cleveland set matters right by restoring the
comparatively harmless fermentations.
fear is the Satan of his own ignorance— his un
— The Pacific Metaphysical Association will
for
navigating
the
air.
The
oft-repeated,
More recently Mr. Sparks
But the question of the manufacture of wine is man’s ownership.
bridled appetites, his evil propensities, and the
hold its first public meeting at 2:30 P. m . Sunday
animalism of his own dwarfed and imperfect nat disastrous results of ballooning have not tended not the one that most concerns the people, be held that a woman who makes a homestead entry, Nov. 21st at 1045 1-2 Market. Opening address
ure. And these are no insignificant demons to the least so make persons cautious of the inflated cause not so immediately within their reach,— it and marries before completing the same, forfeits by the President, A. C . Stowe, followed bjr
be passed by or treated with indifference. They ! monsters, but only to improvements of the same is the retail liquor traffic, that places death and her right thereby to acquire a title to the land. music, and questions and answers. All are in
are not to be placated or conciliated by offerings that readily appeal to adventurous minds. There madness within the daily and hourly reach of the Marion Good, nee Wilcox, was the first subject of vited.
— We have received copies of"Irene, or the Road
of incense, nor the sacrifices of dumb animals; is certainly something fascinating in getting people. How long will thoughtful men consent this partial ruling, and the Secretary of the In
terior, in posing upon the case, reversed the rul to Freedom,” a novel by Sada Bailey Fowler, and
but they are to be met by the conquering hosts of above the clouds that hover over the lower that this work of ruin and crime shall go on?
ing. Henceforth, women may, if they choose, "Spiritualism Sustained,” a book consisting of
world; and none of the various air-ships and fly
the God within, and overcome.
— It may be that the past and recent conditions make homestead entries and marry about the five lectures by John R. Kelso, A. M., both of
Satan will recede to his realm of myth and ing machines yet invented have carried man so
which we will review as soon as we get around to
of
Siberia,
with
its
convicts,
prisons,
mines,
and
same
time;
whether
to
help
or
be
helped,
is
only
far
towards
heaven
as
the
balloon,
which
it
seems
shadow, where he belongs, as man learns wisdom.
it.
The economy of creation will have no place for is destined to figure still more extensively if not generally desolate character, may some day of their own concern. We don’t know why mar
— Something seems radically wrong with the
exist
in
history
only.
At
least
we
read
that
a
ried
women
should
not
be
allowed
to
take
up
land.
successfully
in
the
problem
of
aerial
navigation.
him. He is already retiring before the influx of
social system of the French Republic— few or no
university
is
to
be
-opened
at
Tomsk,
that
al
One
of
a
colossal
sire
is
said
to
be
now
nearly
The
small
portion
allowed
for
entry
would
never
spiritual light now shining down into the world
good reports ever coming from it. French
ready
a
valuable
library
of
fifty
thousand
volumes
completed
in
Beilin.
It
is
five
hundred
feet
in
grow
into
a
woman’s
land
monopoly,
and
families
illuminating the understandings of men.
statistics arc coming to be alarming things.
The Chhich has no longer much use for him; length, fifty feet in diameter, and will weigh is concentrated there, besides a fine paleontolgi- would be more secure in their homes.
This time they inform us concerning the increase
of crime among children. The facts stated are
and only those sects that place a literal interpre- forty-three thousand pounds. Two steam en- cal collection. Thus, conditions may arise that
— “ Post-Mortem Confessions ” is the title of a painful, and cannot be paiiated by repetition here.
tation upon the allegorical language of ancient gmes of fifty horse-power* each are to fumi>h the will convert this hitherto dreary land of banish
It may be stated, that the ratio of crime among
little
book
of
120
pages,
of
letters
written
ment
into
one
of
reform
and
growth.
That
scripture seem at present to cling to him. Take ! propelling force. Nothing boldc^ihan this has
offenders has more than doubled in the last five
through
a
mortal’s
hand
by
spirits
who,
when
in
years. Suicide among French children is not un
Satan out of the creeds of some religious sects. been attempted, and its results will be aUke offending persons should be shut out from all
mortal, were officers of Harvard College,’ with common!. France will soon be seeking a new
softening
and
refining
influences,
is
coming
to
be
unprecedented
be
they
success
or
failure.
W
ithand, like Othello, their "occupation” would be
comments by .Vilen Putnam. The correspond- territory for her growing generation ef convicts.
*ccogniz'xl as thc barbarism that it is.
j
out
a
sure
means
of
directing
an
i
c
intruding
its
gone.
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Governor Proctor Knott, of Kentucky,
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Prince
of
Peace,
Jesus
Christ,
who
N o . i Fifth Street*
M* ■s ' ,nmonx and published in n late number of the Chris
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DiagnoftU Riven by lock of hair, fee, $r.oo.
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Suite 14,
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Ghost, and is the son of Dorothy Jane spondent. The incident happened while
So unseen and active a world has science Gove, who has translated his spirit from
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I)evcloping Circle, T u e sd a y evenings. Circle, Sunday and
Knott
was
in
Congress:
“
1
had
run
And Other Teat*.
iuselt found in a few years, and seems to G od.1’
Thursday evening*. Consultation* daily.
down to New York,” said he, “ for a few Sitting*, $1.30. Circle*— T uesday and Friday Evening*,
have not begun the discovery, and to he
N o . 8jo M is s io n S t u n t .
50
Cent
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Signs of the Times.
days, and while there I met my friends
inviting us,with the apostle, to “ trust things
] y [ R S . E . J. F I N N 1C A N ,
from the old commonwealth. They were ] ) K . L O U I S S C H L E S I N G K R ,
fA lecture delivered by Mr, k . I . Fcarhey, at (Jaleihtad,
which are not seen.’* Our physicists often
T E S T M E D IU M .
(Formerly Mrs. Ladd),
all majors and colonels, and had never
“ walk t>y faith, and not by sight” ; and one Fugluml, ait reported in the Medium and D aybreak.)
On Sunday evening, October 3d, a large been out of thc State before. They in
O ak i .a s d , C a l .
854 1-2 B m o a ia v a y ,
C L A I R V O Y A N T A N D B U S I N E S S M E D IU M *
who believes in the eternal rotation of vor
Office hour*, from 9 a. m. to 12 in., and * to 3 p. m.,
tex atoms ought to find it easier to believe number of friends assembled at Mrs. Hall’s sisted that I go around with them to call (Sundays
,
(Sitting* from 10 to 4.)
excepted.) Sitting* at other hours by appoint*
in the duration of hnman souls. And the to hear Mr. Fearbey on the “ Signs of the on A. T . Stewart. I explained to them ment.
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truth that things grow active as they slip Tim es.” The lecturer said the most ini- that my presence could do them no good; subscription to the GoiJTMtN G a t h or MCarrier D o v e .M
T a k e M cA luter street cars.
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Sulmequcnt sitting* for same persons, $t each
beyond the reach of sense and of science, portant feature of the age in which we tha( 1 didn't ^
f? r Stewart, and I was
nov6-tf-im§
tells us not to be disturbed because re
lived was the passing away of the Old Dis- for ^
The truth of thc matter was j V | R S . A L B E R T M O R T O N ,
search cannot follow man after death.
Especially, when we remember that it pensation and the entrance of the New. didn’t want to give the old gentleman a
R S. M. E . A Y E R S ,
S P I R I T M E D I U M A N D P S Y C H O M K T R 1S T .
never found him before death.
This Our time was unquestionably transitional. chance to humiliate me in any way, as I
P S Y C H O -M A G N E T IC P H Y S IC IA N ,
human spirit, with its infinite pcfwers and Free-thought, like the rich golden sun had heard a good deal of his gruffness.
Diagno&i* and healing disease a specially.
Residence, 581 Seventeenth Street,
:
Oakland, Cal.
love, is still airier than any atoms, finer light, had streamed in upon it, dispelling Hut my friends said they would go any
Office Hours— From xi a. in. to 2 p. m.
jaos6
than any force, caught by no lenses or
how. That night I went to one of the
210 Stockton Street,
San Francisco.
logic, eludes physics and metaphysics. the gloomy intensity of the ages. But as theatres, and had a nice seat in the par
noi4*tf
Even Tyndall has told us that the con we gazed upon its morning brightness, quet. Glancing to the right, 1 saw my
nection of body and soul is no more un problems arose that demanded a solution constituents in a box, nodding and smiling J ) R . J. E . & C . M A Y O - S T E E R S ’ S
A. M I S E N H E I M E R .
derstood to-day than before science began, — problems for the day. Grand and beau to me. I returned the salutation, and an
S P IR IT U A L IZ E D R E M E D IE S .
D E V E L O P IN G A N D H E A L I N G MEDIUM.
and that the passage from brain to con tiful as was this new light, burning its acquaintance remarked that my friends
Specially Prepared and M agnetized to suit each case, under
sciousness is even unthinkable. Nor need glory into our souls, there were still many must be intimate with A. T . Stewart.
the direction of spirit control* Drs. Nicoliun and
Sitters classified according to phases.
Rosie. Send lock of hair, age, sex, one
the present dependence of spirit on body who were afraid of it. It burnt some,
“ ‘ Why s o ? ’ I inquired in astonish
leading symptom* 2*ccnt stamp,
Bright** disease of thc kidneys and female irregularities a
disturb us. So the seed depends upon scorched others, and caused the beads of ment.
and have your case d iag
specialty.
nosed
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KICK.
the plant, and is produced by it, but perspiration to stand upon thc faces of
“ * Because they are in his private box,
O f f i c e — 251 H k n n k i i n A v k n u r .
Office hours, 9 to 12 a, m., and f to 5, and 7 to 9 p. ra.
leaves it for a larger life; and soul may be others. Some were for softening clown which he engages by thc year, and to
Address, P. O . Box 1037, : Minneapolis, Minnesota.
as dependent on body, and even a product its transcendent brightness by darkened which only his intimate friends are invited.’
N o . 933 M is s io n S t n r k t .
nov^tf-tm*
may 1-6111
on brain, and still leave both and live glasses. These, the lecturer explained,
“ When the curtain went down on the
again. Indeed, it sometime shows a kind were compromises. Some of the churches first act I strolled around to inquire. They M R S . R. A . R O B I N S O N ,
of independence now. How often-the spirit were beginning to tone down the harsh- had edit'd on Mr. Stewart at hiscountingH O R I - H A N D A N D C A L IG R A P H TEACHER.
grows stronger, and shows more power in ness and severity of their creeds, hoping room. The merchant looked up grimly,
S
PSYCHOMETRIZKR A U D T E ST M EDIUM .
sickness ! How often the mind grows act thereby to retain their congregations who and Col. Boone stepped forward as spokes
MISS G E O R G IA H ALL,
ive in sleep,— from conscious dreaming to were beginning to think for themselves. man and unbosomed an avalanche of
308 Seventeenth Street,
those utterly unconscious states when That was the grandest sign of all. for as native eloquence.
Oakland.
At 161 Seventh Street,
arguments have been elobrated and writ soon as honest Thought entered, Theology
“ * Mr. Stewart,’ said he, * we are a
Between Mis*ion and V alencia, San Franci*co.
ten, problems solved, and pictures painted went out at the back door. The popular party of native Kentuckians seeing the
with an excellence unattainable in con hells and heavens had receded into the sights. We have been to Washington, sir,
REM ARKABLE OFFER.
p R E D EVANS,
A
scious moments! For consciousness seems background of vulgar sectarianism. Sci- an<^ ca^ed upon the President, upon Gen.
S E N D T W O a -C E N T S T A M P S ,
but a sort of doorway to the mind, reveal ence had brought its telescopes to view Sherman, the members of the Cabinet,
Medium
ing what passes before it, but very little of the heavens, but had found no sweet E ly and the most distinguished statesmen of L o c k of hair, state ag« and sex, and give your name in full,
•-FOX—
the vast wealth and work within. Con sium or burning Hell; indeed, the more the national capital, and now-, sir, we feel and I will send you a C l a i r v o y a n t D i a g n o s i s o f your
disease, K k k k . Address,
sidering the world of unconscious cere rational thinkers among Christians had that our trip would not be complete
INDEPENDENT
I. C . B A T D O R F , M . D ..
bration, or considering merely our con banished hell from their creeds, and the should we go home without seeing thc
SLATE
Principal M agnetic Institute, Jackson, M ich igan .
scious thought,— this daily departure from devil’s occupation was gone. This was a Napoleon of merchants, who has made
And M E C H A N I C A L
body and earth to traverse infinity and mighty stride since the days of Voltaire for himself a name that is celebrated the
S P IR IT S O F D E A D
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eternity,— one feels that the mind is much and Paine. Even Christ himself had been world over, and who has more talent in 1 ) 0 Return
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brain, and might safely move out of it as men were free to believe him to be a God, we have called on have in theirs. Now,
days excepted), from 9
a. m. to s p. m.
we out of our own houses. Indeed, death a man, or a myth. But the decline of Mr. Stewart, we will not detain you a (lives sittings daily, from u to | o'clock p. M., (Sun
Private Developing,
days
excepted),
at
sometimes seems like such a moving; and, Christianity— that is, the dogmatic part of moment; we have paid our respects and
d aily.
N o . 418 T w k i .k th S t k k h t . : O a k l a n d , C a l .
in the stories of drowning men seeing the it— was merely one phase of the broaden- we will go.
N o . 1344 M Union Street* San Francisco.
Mr.
would not allow- it, Conference meetings Sunday evening ; D eveloping Circles,
forgotten acts of their lives pass in sw ift ing tendencies of our time. The decline
x,r Stewart
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'T u e s d a y evenings. Public are invited.
noi8
panorama, the soul sometimes seems to be was favorable to the inculcation of a higher though. He threw down his pen and
A D V E R T IS E M E N T S .
taking down the pictures from its cham standard of social, political and religious conducted them through his establishment
R S . M . J. H E N D E E ,
bers, and stripping the old garret of mem rectitude. Christianity had favored the personally. After they had made the
T E S T M E D IU M ,
ory, and bearing all out through the door dissemination of a false and impure moral rounds they found an elegant collation
way of consciousness to a better abode. ity, and while that lasted there was no awaiting them, including champagne and
A N D P S Y C H O M E T H IC A L D E L IN E A T O R O F
Tartini heard his best sonata in sleep; and hope of progression. As long as a man old Kentucky Bourbon. As they were
C H A R A C T E R A N D D IS E A S E . M A G N E T IC
we may hear a higher music in us in the believed that bis goodness was but filthy departing the great merchant shook each
AND MENTAL HEALER.
deeper sleep of death, when this “ muddy rags in thc sight of God, there was little of them by the hand and gave them cards
d aily, at ao Turk Street. D eveloping Circle, Thurs
vesture of decay” no longer hems us in. need of his doing aught lor mankind; and admitting them to his private box during Sittings
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The lecturer could well understand the
which time he lias treated
Certainly science has no word to say anxiety of those who were afraid of the newthousands of patients in every
The London Society for Psychical R e A l a m k d a ,
C alifo r n ia.
State and Territory in the
against such thoughts, and by its constant light. They were afraid of the inrush of
U nion.
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search appears to be rapidly losing the
he treats arc S e m i n a l W eak*
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and intellect that has found them end? ing to war against the introduction of crazes Speer, M. 1)., one of its members, writes
in married life, etc., etc. It
M R S . S. S K I P ,
Shall impalpable light speed so swiftly such for instance as Theosophy.
can be truthfully stated that
The to the editor of Light, that in view- of its
e ig h ty out of every hundred of
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and safely through infinite space,— and grandest thing about Spiritualism was that recent action in reference to Spiritualism,
case* which he has treated have
been radically cured, while
the mind that measures its speed, and it was progressive.
That one glorious he finds the position of a Spiritualist in its Sittings, d a ily. Circles, M onday and Friday evenings at
every case has been benefited.
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o'clock.
makes it tell its secrets in the spectro- principle was sufficient basis for the relig
N ow , reader, if you arc one of
the affiicted, send the Doctor
scope, be buried with the body ? Shall ion of truth. T hc religions of the past ranks untenable, and he has tendered his
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mere breath send its pulsations through had lacked that one feature, and hence
method o f developing in your own home
his •• P r i v a t e C o u n s e l l o r ,90 tellin g all about thc above
named com plaint*, what the price will be for a cure, with
the wire, and after fifty miles of silence their failure. But progression did not im show he is not alone in his action. L ig h t
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which was called the strongest force in ter off with one grand truth than he would body, by its continued opposition to Spiritualism,
as it never fail.* to cure in the most advanced cases.
f a r Xo<*tom ach medicine used. Price, $10,
nature, polish ? It would seem wiser to be with a thousand unphilosophical dog and its unfair methods of investigation, to have Life horoscope sent for $j .00. : Satisfaction guaranteed.
0019-1 y m
placed
itself
beyond
the
pale
of
recognition.”
au 2i*tf
trust that the infinite law, which is every mas. Dogma has done nothing for man
where else so true, will take care of this beyond enslaving him.
It would be well for our American soci
H. PO R TER ,
But the truth
human longing which it has made, and had made him free. Equally did thc lec eties, who in their initiatories patterned y ^ N D R E W J A C K S O N D A V I S ,
(Successor to Lockhart & Porter).
that the creative love which has caused turer deplore the efforts of those who were somewhat after the London organization,
PHYSICIAN TO BODY A N D MIND.
these loves of ours will keep them in eter seeking to compromise theology and free- to take heed that they do not fall into the H a* become permanently a cituen of Boston, and may be
consulted concerning physical and mental
nal safety.
thought. There could be no compromise ditch into which their prototype has reckf Undertaker and Embalmer, 1
discords, or addressed at his
We make no argument, but we can not between truth and error. T h e w hole sys-1 lessly plunged. Their purpose should be,
Office, N o . 63 Warren Avenue, Boston, Mass.
ignore these intimations of immortality. tern of error must crumble, so that not and ostensibly is, not to aim to prove
Mr. D avis would be pleased to receive the full name and
N O . 116 E D D Y S T R E E T ,
address
of
liberal
persons
to
w
hom
he
may
from
time
to
Cyrus Field tells of the night when, after one stone should be left upon another. Spiritualism false or Spiritualism true, but
time mail announcement* or circulars containing desirable
his weary search for that long-lost cable Let us then reverence the true and the without bias of any kind to state the facts 1 information,
jul3*5ni# Between Mason and T a y lo r Street, opposite B. B. Hill,
one block and a hail from Baldwin Hotel.
two miles deep in mid-ocean, the grapnel beautilul. If Jesus or Buddha or Aurelius they may be brought in contact with, leav
caught it, and, trembling with suspense, had said anything that inspired the soul of ing it to the public to determine for them-1 M RS- WM- ,l- KIN(,»
P r e s e r v i n g B o d i e s W’ i t h o l ’ t I c e A
ialty.
they drew it to the deck, and, hardly trust man and filled him with the fire of devo selves to what conclusions they lead.
ing their eyes, crept to feel it and make tion, let that be preserved to form the These “ researchers ” doubtless have their F R A N C E , C L A I R V O Y A N T A N D C L A I R A U D I E N T
fields are *r*rra, bat tbo## who writs I#
MEDIUM,
StiiiMin .1 Co., Portland* Maine, will r w l a
sure it was there. But when, as they Bible oTthe future. The Reformation had mission, though we tail to see in what way
free full information about work which
the? can do. and live at home.tbat will pay
watched, a spark soon came from a finger come, but the Luther of morality was they can or will influence to any great exSan D iego, C a l.
Residence,
thorn from
to
par day. Some bare
earned ovar |Afi In a day Either a#s* younjr or old. Capital
in England, showing that the line was needed to guide its relormers. The peo- tent public opinion in a matter that can
not required You »ra started fVee. Tho«e wbo start at onca
sound, strong men wept, and rockets rent pie were looking for leaders who should appeal only to each individual for soluora absolute! v sura o f ami* Utile fortunes. All Is
W ill answer calls to lecture anywhere in tlic State.
jun#6
the midnight darkness; while sweeter still guide their feet into the way of peace, tion; yet it would seem to be their duty to
to him was the flash that came announcing The present was pregnant with possibili- shed light rather than as the English soE N T 'S F U R N I S H I N G G O O D S E M P O R I U M .
G
jyj RS. M. MILLER,
the safety of the dear ones he had left by ties, and man’s new religion demanded ciety labor to make the darkness of greater
M E D IU M .
the Hudson. We and our world float that he should give the time and labor density, and the complexity more complex.
M eeting*— T u esd ay, Thursday and Saturday evenings,
like a ship on the mysterious sea of being, previously given for God to promote the
M e n ’s, You ths’ and Boys’
in whose abysses the grapnel of science happiness of his fellow-man.
C h i l d r e n . — “ What queer notionschil- and Fridays at a p. rn. Sittings daily, $1.00.
The past
touches no bottom, and can expect to find had worshipped, the present must work:— dren do get into their heads! ” said a sub
114 Turk Street, between T aylo r and Jones.
urbanite.
“
This
morning
my
little
fiveno solid line of logic connecting us to an
Work for the good that is highest,
Sittings daily. Admission to Public Circles, ladies 10 R E A D Y
M
A
D
E
*»»
C
U
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M
other land. But now and then there
year-old
girl
attended
Sunday-school
for
cents, gentlemen 35 cents.
Dream not of greatness afar,
come from convictions stronger than
the first time, and she came home full of
That glory is ever the highest,
Which shines upon men as they are.
cables, and from love that seems surer
the idea that she must take some pennies
R S . J. J. W H I T N E Y ,
I C L O T H IN G .
Work
though
the
world
should
defeat
you,
with her the next Sunday. ‘ No more
than electricity, flashes of light, bidding
I'he well-known
I
Heed not its slander and scorn,
pennies for candy, papa,’ she exclaimed,
us trust that those whom death has divided
Nor wenry till angels shall greet you
CLAIRVOYANT, CLAIRAUD IEN T A N D TRAN CE
‘
they
must
all
be
saved
for
the
Sundayfrom us are on firmer ground than we,
San Francisco, Cal.
N o . i t M o n tg o m e ry S tre e t,
With smiles nt the gates of the morn.
MEDIUM.
school.’ ‘ And what do they do with the
and that these Divine souls share also the
Is now located at N o . 1*0 Sixth street.
pennies
at
the
Sunday-school?’
‘
Oh!
immortality of God, and are all safe in
T f.n years ago a paper box maker died
S an F rancisco.
they send them up to G o d .’ ‘ And
the arms of infinite law and eternal love.
S C H A F E R & CO .
in New Orleans, leaving bis widow- with what does God with th e m ? ’ ‘ O h !’
Sittings daily,
s
*
s
*
•
S«.oo.
O ne of Maine’s many cranks is Elias nothing but a knowledge of bis trade. she said, after a moment's hesitation,
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Gove, of Eewiston, who thinks that he is
* he throws them down again to see
C T . E A N K D A S H W A R R A N T E D . ( .I A S S 10 C E N T S .
the Savior.
He is over 60, has long ing boxes, and was so successful in getting the little children scramble for them.
W I L L D IA G N O S E D IS E A S E W IT H O U T
orders
that
she
soon
had
more
than
she
That’s the way he has fun . ’ ” — Chicago
white hair and beard, wears a long coat
Q U E S T IO N S ,
T . D» H A L L , Jeweler,
could
do.
She
hired
help,
added
room
Herald,
and cape of bright red, a tall white bat
N o . 3, Sixth Street,
I
San Francuco.
San Francisco*
with broad white band and flowing ends, after room, and now employs thirty-five
N o . 209 Turk Street,
A piece of land was sold in the city of
white trousers, and moccasins. He also hands. She travels for her own house,
Hour* from 9 to 3.
W atches* ( lock* and Jewelry retailed at wholesale price**
London
the.other
day
at
the
rate
of
$10,taking
long
drumming
tours
through
Texas
carries a white umbrella and a very gor
( Jock* and Jewelry repaired. Orders and repair* by mail
000,000 per acre.
N khvocs D isease& A S p e c i a l t y .
attended to.
geous horse blanket for cold weather. and Louisiana, and is getting rich.
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The Mother-in-Law.
(From the Detroit Free Pr^ss.l

most single-handed the unequal fight. At
a distance looking at him it would seem
wholly beyond his physical powers. Close
at hand his face is marked, indeed, with
the lines and wrinkles of many campaigns,
and you see before you still an old man,
but you see also what at a distance you
miss, that the lines are the lines of endur
ance and hardy strength, more than of
weakness and old age.— Hon. Seth Low,
in Brooklyn Magazine.

“ Just throw me half a dozen of the
biggest of those trout,” said a citizen to
the fish-dealer. “ Throw them?” quried
the dealer. “ Yes: and then I’ll go home
and tell my wife that I caught ’em. I
may be a poor fisherman, but I’m no
liar.”

It is a mystery which no one has yet
solved why so many sad jokes are constant
ly being perpetrated about a man’s motherin-law. What dreadful crime has the un
fortunate woman committed in providing
PUBLICATIONS.
the man with his wife, that he should bear
^NDREW JA C K SO N DAVIS,
such an undying grudge against her?
Now, if it was a woman’s mother-in-law
(Seer of the Hannonial Philosophy.)
Outline Scheme of Confederation.
who was made the butt of these jokes
His latest remarkable book, written and published within
the past year, entitled,
there might be a grain of sense in them; [Submitted for suggestion and approval by the Council of
the London Spiritualist Alliance.]
for it is the man’s mother who has it in her
“ BEYOND THE VALLEY,”
B A S IS O F C O N F E D E R A T I O N .
power to make life a burden to the young
I. Confederation between independent
(A Sequel to the 11 M agic Staff,)
wife, and not half try,
Societies: not Affiliation of Societies of in
As a matter of fact, a woman is usually
E xp lain in g Som e Im p ortan t E ven ts in his
ferior magnitude or importance to any
P riv a te L ife,
proud and fond of her son-in-law, if he
one claiming for itself superior importance. Is as gladly read, and will be as universally appreciated, as
only gives her a ghost of a chance.
other volume from his pen. The publishers receive
II. This Confederation on terms of per anyorders
When the young couple first go to house
for it from all parts o f the civilized world.
It contains six vivid diagram-illustrations, and
keeping, who is it that comes in and with fect equality to be arranged between So
treats npon subjects autobiographical, and
her good sense and practical experience cieties of Spiritualists and Spiritists who
explains questions of universal interest.
tides them over the rough places ?
accept as a broad basis of belief some such
T he P ress , G e n e r a l l y ,
A man’s mother-in-law.
And the numerous distinguished correspondents of the
It is the woman’s mother-in-law who is statements as the following:—
author in particular, have uniformly given to “ Beyond the
1. That there is a life coincident with, Valley ” a high and influential position among the many
most apt to criticise and who exasperates
the young wife by quoting, all too fre-1 and independent of, the physical life of the works of this author.
Price, Single Copy, $1.50;
quently: “ My son is used to having things body.
»
For Several Copies, a Liberal Discount. The Trade
2. That, as a necessary corollary this
thus and so.” “ My son must have this
Supplied.
or that for his meals.” “ My son, with his life extends beyond the life of the body.
Address the publishers of the “ Banner of Light,"
3. That there is communication between
small income, should have married a pru
C O L B Y & R I C H,
Comer Bosworth and Province streets, Boston, Mass.
the denizens of that state of existence, and
dent, economical woman,” etc.
In remitting by postoffice money .order, or otherwise,
When the first baby makes its appear those of the world in which we now live.
please make it payable to C o l b y & R i c h .
sepn
In
other
words,
there
is
a
spiritual
life
ance, as well as the successive ones, who
is it that steps in and relieves the husband uninterrupted by physical death: and, there
EW I N S P I R A T I O N A L S O N G S .
N
of his weary vigils and takes the load of is communion between the world of spirit
care and worry off the wife’s feeble should and the world of matter.
BY C. P A Y S O N L O N G L E Y
ers and keeps the household machinery
plan .
Author of “ Over the R iverf and. other popular
running smoothly ?
Melodies.
It is suggested,
The man’s mother-in-law.
Beautiful Horae of the Soul.
1. That each individual society shall en
Come in Thy Beauty, Angel of Light.
When he and his wife plan to take a lit joy perfect autonomy.
Gathering Flowers in Heaven.
tle trip together, who is it comes in and
In Heaven We'll know* Our Own.
2. That societies in Great Britain shall
I'm Going to My Home.
takes charge of the house and the children; unite on a basis of equality, and form a
Love's Golden Chain.
so that they can peacefully enjoy their “ British Spiritualist Confederation.”
Our Beautiful Horae Over There.
Our Beautiful Home Above.
holiday, with the restful thought, “ Mother
3. That societies of Spiritualists and
Oh! Come, for My Poor Heart is Breaking.
is there and it will be all right ? ”
ORce it was only Soft Blue Eyes.
Spiritists throughout the world shall unite
The City just Over the Hill.
The man’s mother-in-law.
The Golden Gates are left Ajar.
on a basis of equality and form an “ Inter
Two Little Shoes and a Ringlet of Hair.
When there is sickness or trouble in the national Confederation.”
Who Sings My Child to Sleep?
house, who is the faithful nurse, the wise
We're Coming, Sister Mary.
There would, therefore, be in this sug
We'll all Meet again in the Morning Land.
counselor, the sympathizing friend ?
gested Plan Three Grades.
Single song 25 cts., or 5 for One Dollar, sent postpaid.
The man’s mother-in-law.
1. The individual society, with or with For sale at the office of the G o l d e n G a t e .
And if, in the course of events, the wife out affiliated groups of small neighboring
dies, who is it that usually comes in and societies, enjoying perfect independence.
J J G H T FO R T H I N K E R S .
takes care of the children and keeps up
A home confederation represented by a The Pioneer Spiritual Journal of the South. Issued weekly
the home until the bereaved husband has
at Chattanooga, Tenn.
confederated council, at which all repre
time to look around and find another
sentatives of societies would have equal A . C . L a d d ,
Publisher.
wife ?
Editor.
votes, and would deal with questions af G . W . K a t e s ,
A man’s mother-in-law.
Assisted by a large corps of able writers.
fecting British interests.
And how does he reward her for all this
3. An International Confederation at
devotion ?
41 Light for Thinkers " is a first-class family newspaper of
which representatives with equal votes eight
pages, devoted to the dissemmination of original
By making heartless jokes at her expense
would deal with purely international ques Spiritual and Liberal thought and news. Its columns will
and publishing them for other men to
be found to be replete with interesting and instructive
tions, and such as affect the interests of all reading.
snicker over!
Spiritists and Spiritualists.
Terms of Subscription— One copy, one year, $1.50; One
Ingratitude, thy name is Man!
From this plan, which aims at stimu copy, six months, 75 cents; One copy, three months, 40
cents; Five copies, one year, one address, $6.00, Ten or
lating individual societies to systematic re more, one year, to one address, $1.00 each; Single copy,
D r a m - D r i n k i n g . — Harper's Weekly, in
cents; Specimen copy, free.
search; and to the free interchange of fiveAdvertisements
published at ten cents per line for a single
an editorial on “ Dram-drinking,” after opinion; and next, at the organization of insertion, or fifty cents per inch each insertion, one month
oct23-tf
mentioning some of the ways in which the existing materials which are now without or longer.
intemperate manage to evade the law in cohesion for lack of some such bond, it is ' p H E N E W Y O R K B E A C O N L I G H T ,
Kansas, says: But evasions of the law, hoped that the following advantages,
An Independent weekly Spiritual journal, giving mes
sages from our loved ones in spirit land, and containing
however ingenious, do not prove that re amongst others, may accrue:
1. Consolidation of the movement at matter of general interest connected with Spiritual science.
strictive laws are useless. It is a common
Free from controversy and personalities.
sneer that men cannot be made virtuous home and aDroad on a secure basis.
M rs . M. E. WI L L I A M S ,
Editor and Publisher.
by an act of Congress. But a stigma can . . 2.
. Facilities
. . for
. the interchange
. M. of free
Subscription rates— One year, $2.00; six months, $1.00;
be thrown upon a traffic by law com-1 opinion and individual experience.
three months, 50 cents. Postage, free.
Rates of advertising— $1.00 per inch for first insertion ; 50
3. Stimulus to the work of local socie
bined with public opinion, and this is the
cents for each subsequent one.
No advertisement inserted
for less than $1.00. For long standing advertisements and
effect of the restrictive liquor laws. The ties by
special rates, address the publisher. Payments in advance.
4.
Affording
increased
facilities
for
sys
consequences of such a stigma are great
Specimen copies sent free on application. News dealers
supplied by the American News Company, Nos. 39 and 41
arid valuable. To make dram-drinking tematic study and research: and so
Chambers street, New York.
5. Encouragement of better methods of All communications and remittances should be addressed
difficult and discreditable is to save many
to
M rs . M. E. W I L L I A M S ,
a youth from drunkenness and disgrace. carrying on such study and research.
2x1 West 46th St., New York City.
6. More acurate records regularly pub
It is this practical benefit, not virtue by act
of Congress, which a stringent restrictive lished: excluding loose and unimportant ' p H E N E W T H O U G H T .
law promotes. It deprives dram-drinking detail, and securing attention to important
A vigorous 8-page Journal, devoted to Spiritualism and
facts.
of all its ease and glamour; and it is be
General Religious Reform.
7. Better methods of dealing with the
cause of the actual and important effect
Published by
:
:
:
:
M oses H u l l & C o.,
of such laws upon the traffic that the liquor increasing body of inquirers.
Every Saturday, at Des Moines, la.
8.
A
general
elevation
of
the
tone
of
interest has entered politics, and seeks to
Terms of Subscription— One year, $1.50 ; Six month!, 75
control parties for its own ends. Here it the spiritualistic pres$, by securing valua cents;
Four months, 40cents; Single copies, 5 cents.
is a common enemy. Its object is not ble matter, and better methods of criti
“ The New Thought" will be sent to new subscribers on
Republican or Democratic, but to use both cism and controversy from capable and trial three months for 25 cents— a sum whieh barely covers
the prices of blank paper and presswork.
Republican and Democratic votes to pro practised writers.
Address all communications to the above.
9. An annual record of progress by
tect itself and increase its power. The
legislature may elect either a Republican tabulation of reports from confederated
H E F R E E T H I N K E R S ' M A G A Z IN E ,
T
societies.
or a Democratic senator, and the saloon
To be published monthly after Jan. 1, 1886.
10. Formal introduction of Spiritualists
will not care. But it does care that the
same legislature should not pass laws un who may visit foreign countries to con This is to be a free magazine, from which no communi
cation will be rejected on account of the sentiment ex
friendly to what Mr. Shook holds to be the federated societies therein.
pressed.
And the editor will reserve the right to be AS
11.
Introduction
of
mediums
to
foreign
just rights of the saloon. The overthrow
free in the expression of his v ie w as arc the correspon
dents. Each writer is to be solely responsible for his or her
of this malign power is a public duty, what societies, which introductions would be an opinions.
Each number will contain 48 pages and the price
ever may be a man’s view of prohibition. affirmation of their integrity and trust will be $2.00 a volume, 25 cents for a single number.
Address,
H. L. G R E E N , Editor and Publisher,
worthiness.
The present agitation will be undoubtedly
Salamanca* N . Y.
12. Definite information at first-hand
of great public service, and in many districtsit will certainly amaze politicians who of anY generally interesting and important J_J0 W T O B E C O M E A M E D I U M
neglect it as the wild whim of foolish fan-1 event.
IN Y O U R O W N HOME .
Signed on
the Council,
atics.
I will send you a 16-page pamphlet, containing full in
W. S tain ion M oses , M. A.,
structions, and a sealed letter designating all your phases ot
M r . G l a d s t o n e as h e L o o k s . — I was
President.
mediurnship; also a copy of 14 The Kiddle of the American
Spiritual Sphinx; or, the Lost Key Found," and a sample
much interested in the appearance of Mr.
copy of “ N. D. C. A xe/’ for only 15 cents, in one or twoA ncient *B an kers . — A large collection cent stamps.
Address,
Gladstone as he rose to speak. A rather
J A M E S A. B LISS,
of Babylonian antiquities has recently
474 A Broadway, South Boston, Masks.
small, worn man he seemed from the vis
been
received
at
the
British
Museum.
itors’ gallery, whose thin gray hair betok
C P I R IT U A L IS T S ’ D I R E C T O R Y ,
They
consist
chiefly
of
tablets,
mortgage
ened age, but whose active movement as
he rose to his feet indicated abundant loans, promissory notes, records of the
R E C O R D I N G S T A T IS T IC S O F SOC I E T I E S ,
vigor. With a perfectly quiet manner, sale of lands, shares, and other commodi N A M E S A N D A D D R E S S E S O F S P E A K E R S A N D
M E D I U M S , L IS T OK P E R IO D IC A L S , Ere.
but with now and then a graceful gesture, ties, representing, in fact, all the various
his words came out in smoothly flowing commercial transactions of a Babylonian
B y G. W. KATES,
sentences directly to the point. At times firm, which may be approximately des
Price,
as Cents.
cribed
as
Messrs.
Gabi
&
Sons,
bankers
with a touch of irony, and often with a
For Ic at thi> office
quiet humor which never failed of its mark, and financial agents,— many of the tablets
he showed himself the master of parliamen representing the renewal of loans and
JN FO U R P A R T S,
mortgages,
so
that
the
documents
referring
tary fence which all men know him to be.
Complete for 15 Cents
When he sat down it was evident there to the first and the last of continuing
was nofhing left of the motion. Later on transactions bear the dates of several dif “ W O M A N 'S M A N I F E S T D E S T IN Y A N D D I V I N E
in the spring, as the fight waxed harder ferent reigns. These dates extend from
MI S S I O N . "
and heavier against him, he displayed with the DU of the Assyrian empire to the reign
Send orders to “ Mrs. E. Hughes St. Ann's Building,
all the fire of youth those wonderful qual of Darius Hystaspes, and furnish very im
opposite Baldwin Hotel, San Francisco."
ities which have made him, even to his portant chronological landmarks; and they
aptoim *
are
in
many
respects
subversive
of
the
re
contemporaries, a marvel. Men say he
never fights better than when the battle is cent chronology. The rate of interest C P I R I T I S M , T H E O R I G I N O F A L L R E L IG IO N S ,
desperate. With a courage born of the current in Babylon on loans was generally
most complete conviction that stopped at ten per cent., and much light is thrown
By J. P. D a m e k o k ,
no risk and no labor, with an alertness on the social life of the Babylonians from
Papers,” ** Devil u d H ell,” and
that took in the whole field, with an elo the circumstance that witnesses of deeds Author of ** The“ I hDupuy
c Evil Forces in Nature."
are
always
described
by
their
trade
or
quence which dazzled even his enemies,
like a very Coeur de Leon he fought al- profession.
For sale at this office. Pnte, St .00.
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seven words nonpareil to the line.
J A M E S A. B L IS S, Editor,
474 A, Broadway, South Boston, M ass.
Until further notice this offer will hold good: To every
yearly subscriber to the N . D. C . Axe and True Key Scone,
we will present a year’s certificate of membership in the N a
tional Developing Circle.
J A M E S A. B L IS S ,
Developing Medium N . D. C.
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CA R R IE R DOVE.

An Illustrated Monthly Magazine, devoted to Spiritualum
and Reform.
M r s . J. S c h l e s i n g e r ,

Edited by

Each number will contain the Portraits and Biographical
Sketches of prominent Mediums and Spiritual workers of
the Pacific Coa^t, and elsewhere.
Also, Spirit Pictures by
our Artist Mediums. Lectures, essays, poems, spirit mes
sages, editorials and miscellaneous items.
D r . L. S c h l e s i n g e r ,
M r s . J. S c h l e s i n g e r . 1

Publishers.

T e r m s $2.50 per Year.

Single Copies, 25 cenu.

Address,

T H E CA R R IE R DOVE,

O akland, California.
Terms for sittings, one dollar. New subscribers to the
44Carrier Dove," on payment of one year's subscription,
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A S T U D Y O F P R IM IT IV E C H R IS T IA N IT Y ,
B y L ewes G . J a n e s .
320 pages, 8-vo, doth, gilt top, price, $1.50.

14 A careful and conscientious summary of the established
results of rational criticism, * * * based upon the purely
scientific method, and presented in such a guise as to be
attractive and readily comprehended by the people. * *

I regard this book as invaluable, and 1 would urge all who
may be interested in the important questions which it tre a ts
to procure the volume and carefully and thoroughly study
it/ '— W m . E m m b t t e C o l e w a n , i n 94G o l d e n G a t e . "
Also, by same author, “ E v o l u t io n
pamphlet; price, 10 cents.
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Sent post-paid on receipt of price.
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A live, wide-awake, semi-monthly journal, devoted to the
interests of Spiritualism.

One D ollar.

Per Year,

It contains a Literary' D epartm ent: Reports of SpiritualUric Phenom ena; Spirit Message D epartm ent; O r final
Contributions; Scientific E**ay*; Report* of Meeting* is
Hall and Cam p ; Live Editorials, etc., etc. *Tti just the
kind of paper that every progreasuve Spiritualist wants.
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The volume is made u. 1 A
I thoughtful topic* culled fr
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‘ author's newspa "V-I V*I' n.
plication and observation, writtei
and interestinc
and full of 1
W
h style,
J
with the intent of benefiting their
son Appeal.
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far

As a home production this coHeiti Kin m ixn v
ing essays and flowing Terse is prauliariy interest
irur. The author wields a eracc:ill pen, and all
of his efforts involve hichl? u. ifil principle.
Although these are newspaper articles pmbltahtii
by an editor in his daily round of duty, yet when
now bound together in one volume they a m to
breathe more of the spirit of the cloistered
scholar than is wont to gather round the mmis»
r. f . r*a
t rat ions of the editorui tripe
Bro. Owen s ability as a prose ana
writer
is unquestionably of a high order,
in ihm
grouping a number of his best prodwrtion
compact and handy little rotarne, k_- v
conferred a favor on many o f the M em ry s render**
who, like ourselves, have read and appreciated
the 41 Sunday Talks,*' and from the
perhaps
have been led to form a higher arc rr i rc <r n
bling idea of the mission and duties / ma n k ind
Adomuf.
Owen has a poetic way of saying practical
things, a neat and attractive way which
Vrr
them readable and easily assimilated aad
digested, and this volume should hare a wid*
circulation.— Foot H ill Tidings.
The volume is readable and
thought.— JT. F. Merchant.

fs*»

s' in

They# embrace editorials an n acrlh ar w t«L
jeeta, poems, sketches, and short ariidrv and am
really what he Myles them, “ Gleanmgs in Van.
ous Fields of Thought.” The contents are a,
creditable to Mr. Owen’s literary ability as the
handsome looking volume is to the taste and re*
sources of the Mercury printing establishment.—
5 . F. Call.
The articles in “ Sunday Talks” ate wn* ten
in an easy, flowing style, enchaining the render,
and teaching grand doctrine. One lays down
“ Sunday Talks “ feeImg impeorrd is spent, with
a renewed confidence in mankind and a Wight*,
opinion of the world. The poems are brautifuk
and one in particular, “ Across the Bar.* (
name were not attached, would easily pass lot
the production of some of the noted ports of the
country. The poems have a similar tone V* the
ballads of B. F. Taylor, one of the ivcH ea
poets of America. “ Sunday Talks
have a large circulation.— War -r
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T h e Scien ce o f Mind.

T h e L e s s o n o f L ife .
BY MRS. A. COMSTOCK*

(Rev. H . Slade, in Mind in Nature.J
■*0

ADVERTISEMENTS.

A D V E R T I S E M E N T S
we walk, or talk or breathe; how the
mind wills; how it contracts a muscle, or (
' ....,v7,-~
performs any other act— how the thoughts
y o n l y t h k l i g h t -r u n n i n g
of the mind become words. What is it
that moves my hand in any given direc- |
+ %
tion ? How do I stir myself, or touch or j
handle anything ? How is mind and body !
united? It is all a mystery alike, about
which we may be said to know nothing, j
AH that we know is that there is the j
Mind-power, which is the principle of all
life and motion, and in other words is the 1
God-power, and it is all mighty and in-j
finite. It is just as efficient in curing ;
mortals as in anything else. It is not '
then “ Faith ” that cures; it is n o t'
“ prayer” that cures; but the Inspirer of
these, and of all endeavor; the Infinite
One, who is working His blessed will in
all things. Now* this is all plain, if we
will but conceive that there was centered
in God at first, all the constituent ele
AM
ments, properties and attributes of exist
ence as the seeds or germs of Infinite T h e B est S e w in g M a c h in e in th e W o r l d !
originated, and
come forth from Him.
Send for circular*, p n c f b u i and te

It is a most wonderful existence, this of
P ‘ Look into thy heart and write.•*— S ir P h i l i p S i d n e y .] the mind, and we shall probably never
understand more than the A, B, C of it.
Look into thy heart and write.
We find it distributed throughout the uni
And make of new btitory a page;
For 'tis meet that the present should leave
verse, and operating upon, in and through
Some store for the future age.
all matter and motion. It is indeed God
For even- soul has its thoughts.
And every heart has its cares;
himself, living and acting forever, in all
Some may teach a grand lesson of life,
His works, and in us, “ to will and to do
Some warn of its dangers and snares.
of His good pleasure.” He is the AllThen what though my heart may be scarred
Mind, the Whole, the One; as He is the
From wounci* in the battle of life?
None the Npint to history can give
conscious self of all spiritual being. It is
Like those who have shared in the strife.
*• In Him that we live, and move and
If I've found fewer roses than thorns,
And brambles more plenty than fruit,
have our being,” so that all our working
More precious the harvest to me
depends upon the working of God. Our
For the wounds I received in pursuit.
life is included in His life, and His being
%
I look into my heart and I tm t
comprises our own, as the great ocean
How Hope, the kind angel, has led
M y feet over life** nigged way
comprises the countless water drops. God
By evermore pointing ahead
is the great spiritual life-force, in us and
T o the goal I should shortly attain
in all things, the current of His being
••Just beyond!" and so sweetly she'd smile
flowing into us, and into all things, as the
When ready to faint by the way,
sap into the vine, and the vine into the
M y weariness thus she'd beguile.
S w e d i s h M a n n e r s . — One great pecu
branches. And were it that this was
And oft times a fancy she'd weave.
liarity
of
traveling
in
Sweden
is
the
ex
arrested
for
a
single
instant,
we
should
Which filled my whole soul with delight.
drop as it were into annihilation, or non treme quiet and lack of flurry. The
Or spread out a lovely mirage
M y faltering steps to invite.
existence.
Swedish are a taciturn and noiseless sort
And sometimes we'd gather a rose,
We ought to be able to take in the of people. They do much by signs, and
Or a cluster that grew by the way,
thought, that the only real foundation of never shout. A Swedish crowd makes
And she'd leave me a while to repose.
anything,
is
the
onward
and
upward
press
singularly little sound. Swedes, even of
But, returning again, she would say;
ing of the life of the spirit, shall I not say, the lowest class, never push or jostle.
n We must not be tarrying here,
the onward and upward pressing of the It is the custom to do so much bowing
T i s fairer and brighter beyond;
life of God, the Infinite Spirit, and pres and hat-lifting that one is obliged to move
Let's onward and upward, dear child,
ence and energy of all that is. We may more slowly than in America to give time
Though weary, thou must not despond."
be sure that there is no strength in us but for all this courtesy. When a train leaves
Where the road was more rugged and steep,
what is of God, and we cannot act at all, a platform or a steamboat a pier, all the
T o help me to travel apace.
She would say, M There’s a promise, you know,
save as deriving our power from the Eter lookers-on lift their hats to the departing
O f a crown at the end of the race."
nal One. He not only maintains the be passengers, and bow to them, a compli
ing, but the force and energy also, of all ment returned by the travelers. If you
And many a mile-stone we’ve passed,
created existence, without which mainte address the poorest person in the street,
But onward we’re journeying still;
Though all earthly friends should forsake,
nance they could not be sustained a single you must lift your hat. A gentleman
1 trust that dear Hope never will.
moment, or were able to turn themselves passing a lady on the stairs of a hotel must
N o , nearer and nearer she clings.
to this, or that, or in any direction. We do the same. To enter a shop or a bank
And the distance seems not very far,
are here as having our life and being in with one’s hat on is a terrible breach of
As she points to the mansion of rest
Him, and but for it we did not exist at all. good manners. If you enter or leave a
Through the gates w hich are*sometimes ajar.
S an B u e n a v e n t u r a , Cal.
In one way God only lives, and we in, coffee-room, you must bow to all the occu
through and by Him. Nothing is abso pants. Passengers on board the little
M y S w e e t W i l d R ose.
lutely real and eternal but God, and other steamers which ply about Stockholm in
Lines on the death o f M Rose,'* a young lady, loved by things as they relate to Him, and as they variably raise their hats to the occupants
j who knew her.]
are made to partake of the eternity of Him of any other boat which passes near them.
One Summer day there crept into my dreary home
who is the Creator, defence and life of all. The very men in charge of the locks on
And heart a twig of rose.
“ We are not unlike a man,” as has been the canal bow politely to the sailors as the
So frail, it seemed, I scarce could thiuk to make
said, “ hunting about to find the atmos boats go through.
It live, flower petals to disclose.
phere; not realizing, because we do not
But nourishment and watchful care soon brought
see it, that it pervades and contains us all
T he Temple of Belus at Babylon is said
The creeping tendrils into view,
in such a way, that if we were really to to have been 666 feet high.
Which, as they came, I quickly caught and wove
find ourselves we have found it, for we
Into my heart-strings through and through.
are enveloped by it, since it is round us,
A D V E R TIS E M E N T S .
M y earliest prayer at dawn o f day; at eve,
in us, everywhere. We no more live by
The latest ere I sought repose.
the life that came to us yesterday, than we
R E D EVANS*
Was, *• Father, loving Father, teach me how
F
see by the light that came to us yesterday;
T o bring to bud and bloom my rose."
Magnetized
but by the lite that is constant, and is ever
M y prayers were answered soon. Long, long before
being replenished from day to day.”
DEVELOPING S L A T E S !
1 dreamed that such a thing could be,
We must conclude that the motion of
A perfect little bud, with promise bright
things is never started in us; but that all
Concealed, its calyx ope’d to me.
nature itself is moved by the first great
.
FRED EVANS,
I drew it closer to my heart. M y love
Mover. Behind all these phenomena of
— THK—
Grew with its growth. God only knows
nature, indeed, behind the summer cloud,
How filled with joy and pride I was, as day
WONDERFUL
behind
the
firmament
of
light,
behind
the
By day I watched my unfolding rose.
ebb and flow of ceaseless action, there is,
IN DEPENDEN T
As sometimes suns will glow with unwonted fire.
there must be, an Infinite Being; else there
S la te -W rite r!
Before they set in darkest night;
could be no phenomena. Creation as one
So in our hearts the blackest darkness oft
And
body
is
prevaded
by
a
spirit;
and
that
Follows hours that are most bright.
spirit is life, is love, is Providence itself,
AUTOMATIC
Before 1 saw the bloom upon my rose
forever active.
W r ite r !
An angel hand had plucked the prize,
God is just as supreme in all matter and
And borne it off in triumph on her breast.
H as been instructed
motion
as
we
are
supreme
in
these
bodies
by his guides to an*
T o Llooni alone for angel eyes.
non nee to hi» friend*
of ours. And if. He has given it to us to
End tl»c public, that he
Ol Hour of blasphemy! I felt that God
have life in ourselves, by which we are pos is prepared, through his guides!
*, 5any medium istic
Himself had not been true; for in
persons for these convincing phases *
ptrit power.
sessed
of
self
producing
force,
how
should
Persons residing at a distance can send for Mr. E v a n s ']
The bud he gave, he had a promise made,
that change the fact that He is the all-suffic M a g n e t i s e d D e v e l o p in g S l a t e s with instructions of
Which surely now had broken been.
how to sit. Send four i-cent stamps for circular, stating
ing power of the universe, as we have age, sex. etc., in your hand-writing, to
M y head seemed crazed; my broken heart-strings bled; taken Him to be.
FR E D EVANS,
“ There is no power may jq
1344 Mission Street. San Francisco.
M y tears refused again to flow.
but of God. The powers that be are or
In my despair I sank upon my knees,
dained of G od.” All forces and forms of g H E W ' S
And turned my eyes to heaven; when lo!
being have their spring in him; in the order
Photograph Gallery,
M y burning head grew cool, my feverish cheeks
of time, and in the progress of their de
Seemed by the breath of roses fanned;
N o. 533 Kearny Street,
velopments. He is the great prime Mover,
M y little rose, a tree seemed grown, to make
as He is the cause of all causes. Follow
S an F r a n c isc o ,
:
:
:
1
t
Cal.
A stairway to the better land.
the chain of causation to its ultimate re
1 knew ray Heavenly Father said, that in
What is the use of paying five and six dollars per dozen
sult, and you come to the great Causative
His house would many mansions be,
for Cabinet Photographs, on Montgomery and Market
Power.
All
forms
of
existence
in
nature,
But feared that in that new, strange world, I could
streets, when the very best work can be obtained at this
are
but
the
outward
expression
of
the
great
Not tell which one was meant for me.
Gallery fot half the price.
first mind, the multiform disclosure of the
Children's Cabinet Pictures taken by the instantaneous
But now, O angel Death, do not delay the hour.
Infinite thought.
process for three dollar* #pcr dozen; and. no matter how
But haste my mortal eyes to close.
And indeed, to advance a step farther, restless, a good likeness guaranteed.
3
For I shall guided to my mansion be
matter in some way is the outcome of
By fragrance from iny sweet, wild rose.
mind. We talk, it is true, of the construc
J. S A L I S B U R Y ,
tive forces of nature, and of what matter
S tr e n g th fo r T o -D a y .
d e a l e r in
itself is capable of. But matter has no
Strength for to-day is all that we need.
capabilities. It does not know anything;
{R e a l Estate!
As there never will be a to-morrow;
it cannot do anything.
We must not
For to-morrow will prove but another to-day.
ascribe to matter, which itself is inertia, S a n t a A n a , • L o* A n g e l e s C o u n t y , • C ali ro a st
With its measure of joy and sorrow.
or to man’s physical organism any voli
Then why forecast the triab of life
Inquiries from abroad answered promptly.
tional power, or agency whatever; for
With much sad and grave persistence.
estsh T
mind alone is volitional, capable of caus
And wait ami watch for a crowed of iiU
ing, planning and executing, for it does
That as yet have no existence ?
all.
It is the informing soul, and the O B P R I N T I N G .
Strength for to-day; what a precious boon
grand self-determining power. All else is
For earnest souls who labor.
For the willing hands that minister
positively passive; without law, force or
To the needy friend or neighbor.
motion, or attributes of organization to
produce aught of itself. Be it that differ
Strength for to-day, that the weary hearts
In the battle of right may quail uoc.
ent persons shall insist upon designating
And the eyes bedimmed by bitter tears
this Supreme Power by different terms,
In their search for light may fail not.
and the Scientists shall be pleased to call
Strength for to-day on the down-hill track
it force, a boundless ether; and the phi
For the travelers near the valley.
losopher cause; what matters it if each alike
That up, far up on the other side.
ini(K)rt into the meaning of their words
Ere long they may safely rally.
every attributes of the Christian's God.
Strength for to-day; that our precious youth
Mind it is that works all miracles; that W c
completed arrangements wall owe of the W q
M ay happily shun temptation.
Job Print mg oflkes in tbs o»yr, whereby wo
brought
again
jesus
from
the
dead;
that
And build from the rise to the set of the sun
are able to fill all
heals
all
diseases,
and
effects
all
cures.
On a strong and sure foundation.
Jesus was so in rapport with the AllStrength for t6-day in house and home
Mind that he could speak the word and
JOB P R IN T IN Q I >—
To practice forbearance sweetly;
it was done. He had power given him to
T o scatter kind words and loving deeds,
lay down his life, and he had power to
Still trusting in God completely.
Manner
tn the M om
the
take
it
again.
This
commandment
he
Strength for to-day is all that we need.
mi
tells
us,
he
had
received
from
his
Father.
As there never will be a to-morrow;
For to-morrow will prove but another to-day.
Speaking to the self-center of a man’s be
With its measure of joy aud sorrow.
ing, he could say to the man with a
"Golden Ofttft” P. sod P. Company.
— MBoston Transcript
withered hand, “ Stretch forth thine arm;
and he stretched it forth, and it was |
B u il d three more stately mansions, O my soul)
whole like as the other.”
As the swift seasons roll!
Leave thy low-vaulted past!
There was really no more mystery in •Ay iv-iisg elm in t
Let each new temple, nobler than the last.
hour.
Tbe brood
Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast.
this than in my moving my fingers. We tirkt
workers, ah— lo llh
Till thou at length art free.
do nor know how wc do anything; how / i I »if Marne.
Leaving thine outgrown shell by life's unresting!
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